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1. INTRODUCTION
The Cherlin]Zil'ber conjecture states that an infinite simple group of
finite Morley rank is an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field.
The proofs of the following three conjectures would provide a proof of the
Cherlin]Zil'ber conjecture:
Conjecture 1. There exist no nonsolvable connected groups of finite
Morley rank all of whose proper definable connected subgroups are
nilpotent; such groups are called bad groups.
 :Conjecture 2. There exists no structure K, q, ? , A of finite Morley
rank, where K is an algebraically closed field and A is an infinite proper
definable subgroup of the multiplicative group of K ; such structures are
called bad fields.
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Conjecture 3. A simple group of finite Morley rank which does not
have definable bad sections and in which no bad fields are interpretable is
an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field.
The first conjecture appears to be very difficult, and the state of the
second conjecture is unclear, but in the last decade it has become clear
that ideas from finite group theory are very helpful for the classification of
the simple groups of finite Morley rank satisfying the properties stated in
Conjecture 3, namely, tame groups. Indeed, the first step toward the
solution of Conjecture 3 is an idea from finite group theory. One analyzes
a minimal counterexample, which in the context of groups of finite Morley
rank means an example ``of minimal rank.'' Infinite, proper, definable,
simple sections of such a counterexample are then algebraic groups over
algebraically closed fields. We make the following definitions for our
convenience:
DEFINITION 1.1. A group of finite Morley rank whose infinite, defin-
able, simple sections are algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields is
called a K-group.
DEFINITION 1.2. A group of finite Morley rank whose proper, definable
subgroups are K-groups is called a KU-group.
Conjecture 3 would follow from the following conjecture:
Conjecture 3X. An infinite, simple, tame KU-group of finite Morley rank
is an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field.
Another reason why finite group theoretic ideas seem to be relevant in
the context of tame groups of finite Morley rank is the impact of involu-
tions on the structure of these groups. The following facts illustrate this
principle:
w xFact 1.3 10, 13, 12, 18 . Bad groups do not have involutions.
w xFact 1.4 9, Theorem B.1, p. 353 . If G is a connected tame group of
finite Morley rank, then any connected definable section of G which does
not have involutions is nilpotent.
In order to attack Conjecture 3X, one expects to follow the lead of finite
group theory in analyzing the centralizers of involutions. As part of this
analysis it is important to understand the structure of the Sylow 2-sub-
groups of a group of finite Morley rank. The main result in this direction is
 0the following theorem of Borovik and Poizat for the notation S below cf.
.Definition 2.6 :
w xFact 1.5 11 . If S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a group of finite Morley
rank then the following hold:
 .i S is nilpotent-by-finite.
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 . 0ii S s B)T is a central product of a definable, connected, nilpo-
tent subgroup B of bounded exponent and a divisible, abelian 2-group T.
Moreover, B and T are uniquely determined.
It is helpful to compare the situation in Fact 1.5 to that of algebraic
groups over algebraically closed fields. An algebraic group is defined over
an algebraically closed base field K whose characteristic has a strong
 .impact on the structure of the Sylow 2-subgroups. If char K s 2 then the
 .Sylow 2-subgroups are nilpotent and of bounded exponent; if char K / 2
 .then the Sylow 2-subgroups are divisible abelian -by-finite. Consider, for
 .  .example, SL K , where K is an algebraically closed field. If char K s 22
then any Sylow 2-subgroup of the group is isomorphic to the additive
group K , e.g.,q
1 u : u g K .q 5 /0 1
 .On the other hand, if char K / 2 then the Sylow 2-subgroups are
isomorphic to a subgroup of KU i Zr2Z with Zr2Z acting by inversion,
e.g.,
l 0 n 0 y1U 2: l g K , l s 1 i . ;y1 5  / / 1 00 l
Using the terminology in Fact 1.5, one can say that, in algebraic groups,
either B s 1 or T s 1. In the context of groups of finite Morley rank, the
general picture is somewhat different. For example, if K is an alge-1
 .braically closed field with char K s 2 and K is an algebraically closed1 2
 .  .  .field with char K / 2 then SL K = SL K is a group of finite2 2 1 2 2
 .Morley rank although not an algebraic group each of whose Sylow
2-subgroups is isomorphic to the direct sum of a Sylow 2-subgroup of
 .  .SL K and a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL K . Therefore, in a group of2 1 2 2
finite Morley rank, the Sylow 2-subgroups are in general a mix of the
possibilities which arise in algebraic groups. Accordingly, the following
definitions are natural:
DEFINITION 1.6. A group of finite Morley rank is said to be of e¨en type
if its Sylow 2-subgroups are of bounded exponent.
A group of finite Morley rank is said to be of odd type if the connected
component S0 of any Sylow 2-subgroup S is divisible abelian.
A group of finite Morley rank is said to be of mixed type if it is not of
one of the above types.
If the Cherlin]Zilber conjecture is true, then there should be no simple
group of finite Morley rank of mixed type:
Conjecture 3A. A simple group of finite Morley rank cannot be of
mixed type.
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We prove the following special case, which is the version that will
actually be needed in the context of Conjecture 3X.
THEOREM 1.7. There exists no simple, tame KU-group of finite Morley
rank of mixed type.
Thus Conjecture 3X splits into two parts, which can be considered
independently:
Conjecture 3X E. An infinite, simple, tame KU-group of finite Morley
rank of even type is an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of
even characteristic.
Conjecture 3XO. An infinite, simple, tame KU-group of finite Morley
rank of odd type is an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic different from 2.
There is already a considerable body of work on these two conjectures.
The proof of Theorem 1.7 is by contradiction. We analyze a simple,
tame KU-group G of mixed type. There are two main steps in this analysis.
We first show that G has a weakly embedded subgroup. The second main
step of our analysis allows us to conclude that this weakly embedded
subgroup is a strongly embedded subgroup. This yields a contradiction
because groups of finite Morley rank with strongly embedded subgroups
cannot be of mixed type. The notions of weakly and strongly embedded
subgroups are defined in Sections 3 and 7, respectively. The notion of a
weakly embedded subgroup will also play a crucial role in the further
treatment of Conjecture 3X, as we will show elsewhere, functioning as
adequate replacement for such ideas from finite group theory as Glauber-
man's ZU theorem, in the context of groups of even type.
Both the construction of a weakly embedded subgroup and the proof of
the fact that this is a strongly embedded subgroup require a detailed
analysis of some special proper, definable subgroups of G. These sub-
groups, which are necessarily K-groups, constitute the parts of G that are
of ``even type'' or ``odd type.'' While analyzing these subgroups we will
encounter central extensions of quasisimple algebraic groups which are
perfect tame groups H of finite Morley rank. We prove that in such cases
H is itself an algebraic group. It seems this result will be useful in the
analysis of K-groups arising in other situations as well.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in the next section we review
the background results which we need. In Section 3 we begin the discus-
sion of groups of finite Morley rank with weakly embedded subgroups.
Section 4 is devoted to central extensions. In Section 5 we analyze the
``even'' and ``odd'' parts of G and the interactions between these parts. In
Section 6 we find a weakly embedded subgroup in G. The final section,
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Section 7, contains the proof of the result that the weakly embedded
subgroup of Section 6 is strongly embedded. Section 7 also contains the
results about strongly embedded subgroups which imply that this second
main step of the proof yields a contradiction.
2. BACKGROUND
In this section we list various facts needed in the sequel. For any subset
 .X of any group G, I X will be used to denote the set of involutions in X.
 .If t g G then C s C t .t G
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. A subgroup H
of G is definably characteristic if it is invariant under definable group
automorphisms.
In the sequel, characteristic will mean definably characteristic.
w xFact 2.2 9, Exercise 10, p. 78 . Let G be a group of finite Morley rank.
G0 contains all connected definable subgroups of G.
w xProof. See the hint on p. 380 of 9 .
w xFact 2.3 26 . Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. The subgroup
generated by a set of definable connected subgroups of G is definable and
connected and it is the setwise product of finitely many of them.
w xFact 2.4 26 . Let H F G be a definable connected subgroup. Let
w xX : G be any subset. Then the subgroup H, X is definable and con-
nected.
w x nFact 2.5 26 . Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Then G and
Gn. are definable. If G is connected, then Gn and Gn. are connected.
DEFINITION 2.6. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. If X : G,
 .then the definable closure of X, denoted by d X , is the intersection of all
the definable subgroups of G which contain X. Note that, as groups of
finite Morley rank satisfy the descending chain condition on definable
subgroups, this intersection is finite and therefore definable. If X is a
subgroup of G then the connected component of X, denoted by X 0, is
 .0defined to be X l d X .
w xFact 2.7 9, Exercise 2, p. 92 . Let G be a group of finite Morley rank.
 .   ..Assume X : G. Then C X s C d X .G G
 .  .  .Proof. Let g g C X . Then X : C g . But C g is a definableG G G
 .  .   ..subgroup of G. Therefore, d X F C g and g g C d X .G G
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w xFact 2.8 9, Lemma 5.36, p. 89 . Let G be a group of finite Morley
rank. If B is a definable normal subgroup of G and B : X : G, then
 .  .d XrB s d X rB.
w xFact 2.9 9, Corollary 5.38, p. 90 . Let G be a group of finite Morley
 .rank and let H be a subgroup of G. If H is solvable resp. nilpotent of
 .  .class n, then d H is solvable resp. nilotent of class exactly n.
w xFact 2.10 17 . Let G be an abelian group of finite Morley rank. Then
the following hold:
 .i G s D [ B, where D is a divisible subgroup and B is a sub-
group of bounded exponent.
 .  .ii D ( [ [ Z [ [ Q, where the index sets I arep` pp prime I Ip
finite.
 .iii G s DC, where D and C are definable characteristic subgroups
of G, D is divisible, C has bounded exponent, and their intersection is
finite. The subgroup D is connected. If G is connected, then C can be
taken to be connected.
w xFact 2.11 22 . Let G be a nilpotent group of finite Morley rank. Then
G s D)C, where D and C are definable characteristic subgroups of G, D
is divisible, and C is of bounded exponent.
w xFact 2.12 22 . Let G be a divisible nilpotent group of finite Morley
rank. Let T be the torsion part of G. Then T is central in G and
G s T [ N for some torsion-free divisible nilpotent subgroup N.
w xFact 2.13 9, Lemma 6.2, p. 96 . If G is an infinite nilpotent group of
 .finite Morley rank then Z G is infinite.
w x xFact 2.14 9 , Lemma 6.3, p. 96 . Let G be a nilpotent group of finite
 .Morley rank. If H - G definable subgroup of infinite indes then N H rHG
is infinite.
 .DEFINITION 2.15. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Let s G be
the subgroup generated by all the normal solvable subgroups of G, and let
 .F G be the subgroup generated by all the normal nilpotent subgroups of
 .  .G. s G is called the solvable radical of G. F G is called the Fitting
subgroup of G.
w x  .Fact 2.16 4, 21 . Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Then F G
 .and s G are definable, and they are nilpotent and solvable, respectively.
w xFact 2.17 27 . Let G s A i H be a group of finite Morley rank,
where A and H are infinite definable abelian subgroups and A is
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 .H-minimal. Assume C A s 1. Then the following hold:H
 . w x  .  .i The subring K s Z H rann A of End A is a definableZ w H x
algebraically closed field; in fact, there is an integer l such that every
element of K can be represented as the endomorphism l h , whereis1 i
 .h g H .i
 . q Uii A ( K , H is isomorphic to a subgroup T of K , and H acts
on A by multiplication, in other words:
t aG s A i H ( : t g T , a g K . 5 /0 1
 .  .iii In particular, H acts freely on A, K s T q ??? qT l times and
 l 4 Uwith the additive notation A s  h a: h g H for any a g A .is1 i i
w xFact 2.18 27 . Let G be a connected nonnilpotent solvable group of
finite Morley rank. Then G interprets an algebraically closed field K.
 . qMore precisely, a definable section of F G is isomorphic to K and a
 . Udefinable section of GrF G is isomorphic to an infinite subgroup of K .
w xFact 2.19 20 . Let G be a connected solvable group of finite Morley
 .0   ..rank. Then GrF G hence, GrF G is divisible abelian group.
w xFact 2.20 14 . Let G be a nilpotent group. For a given prime p, G has
a unique Sylow p-subgroup. If all elements of G are of finite order then G
is the direct sum of its Sylow p-subgroups.
w xFact 2.21 9, Exercises 11, 12, pp. 13, 14 . If G is a nilpotent-by-finite
p-group, then the following hold:
 .  .i Z G / 1.
 .  .ii If H is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G then Z G l H / 1.
 .  .iii For any X - G, X - N X ; that is, G satisfies the normalizerG
condition.
w xProof. See 1 .
w xFact 2.22 7 . Let G be a group of finite Morley rank and let H be a
definable normal subgroup of G. If x is an element of G such that x is a
p-element of G s GrH then the coset xH contains a p-element. In
particular, if G is torsion-free, then GrH is torsion-free.
DEFINITION 2.23. Let G be a group. For any prime number p, a
pH -element g of G is an element whose order is either infinite or
relatively prime to p. G is said to be a pH -group if every g in G is a
pH -element. A pX-element is an element of finite order relatively prime to
p. G is said to be a pX-group if all of its elements are pX-elements.
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w x HFact 2.24 9, Exercise 11, p. 72 . Let G be a p -group of finite Morley
rank, where p is a prime number. Then G is p-divisible.
w xProof. See 1 .
w x HFact 2.25 9, Exercise 12, p. 72 . Let G a p -group of finite Morley
rank. Then every element of G has a unique pth root.
Proof. Let x and y be two elements of G such that x p s y p. The
  ..   .. Hgroup Z C x l Z C y is a definable abelian p -group which con-G G
p p   ..   ..tains x . By Fact 2.24, x has a pth root z in Z C Z l Z C Y . ButG G
  ..Z C x is abelian and does not have p-torsion. Therefore, x s z. Simi-G
larly, y s z.
w x HFact 2.26 8 . Let K and L be definable p -subgroups of a group G
of finite Morley rank. Assume K normalizes L. Then KL is also a
pH -subgroup.
w xFact 2.27 11 . Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Let D be a
divisible abelian subgroup of G. Then, for every prime p, D has finitely
many elements of order p.
w xProof. See 1 .
w xFact 2.28 9, Exercise 1, p. 97 . An infinite nilpotent p-group of finite
Morley rank and of bounded exponent has infinitely many central ele-
ments of order p.
w xProof. See 1 .
DEFINITION 2.29. A divisible abelian p-subgroup of a group of a finite
Morley rank is called a p-torus.
w xFact 2.30 11 . Let T be a p-torus in a group of finite Morley rank.
w  .  .xThen N T : C T - `. Moreover, there exists c g N such thatG G
w  .  .xN T : C T F c for any torus in G.G G
w xFact 2.31 11 . The Sylow 2-subgroups of a group of finite Morley rank
are conjugate.
w xFact 2.32 9, Lemma 10.22, p. 188 . Let S and T be as in Fact 1.5. If
0 g  .X,Y : S and X s Y, where g g G, then there exists h g N T suchG
h   . 0.that X s Y that is, N T controls fusion in S .G
w x Fact 2.33 3 . Let G be a group of finite Morley rank or, more
.generally, v-stable and solvable, N e G, and let H be a Hall p-subgroup
of G for some set p of primes. Then:
 .i H l N is a Hall p-subgroup of N, and all Hall p-subgroups of
N are of this form.
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 .ii If N is definable then HNrN is a Hall p-subgroup of GrN, and
all Hall p-subgroups of GrN are of this form.
w xFact 2.34 7 . Let G be a connected solvable group of finite Morley
rank. Then the Hall p-subgroups of G are connected.
DEFINITION 2.35. A definable, connected, 2-subgroup of bounded expo-
nent of a group of finite Morley rank is called a unipotent 2-subgroup.
 .Note that a unipotent 2-subgroup is nilpotent by Fact 1.5 i .
w xA special case of the following fact was proven in 1 .
Fact 2.36. Let Y be a connected solvable group of finite Morley rank
and let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y. If B is the unique largest unipotent
 .2-subgroup of S as in Fact 1.5 then B F F Y . In particular, B is a
characteristic subgroup of Y.
 .Proof. By Fact 2.19, YrF Y is a divisible abelian group. Thus, by Fact
 .2.27, YrF Y has finitely many involutions. On the other hand a nontrivial
unipotent 2-subgroup has infinitely many involutions by Fact 2.28. There-
 .fore, YrF Y has no nontrivial unipotent 2-subgroups and this implies
 .B F F Y . By Fact 2.20, B is contained in the unique Sylow 2-subgroup of
 .  .F Y . Therefore, by Fact 1.5 ii , B is characteristic in Y.
The following fact follows from Fact 2.36.
w xFact 2.37 9, Exercise 2, p. 175 . Let Q and E be subgroups of a group
of finite Morley rank such that Q is normal, connected, solvable, defin-
able, and does not contain involutions, and E is a definable connected
w x2-group of bounded exponent. Then Q, E s 1.
w xFact 2.38 19 . Let a be a definable involutive automorphism of a
group of finite Morley rank G. If a has finitely many fixed points then G
has a definable normal subgroup of finite index which is abelian and
inverted by a .
w xFact 2.39 19 . Let a be a definable involutive automorphism of a
group of finite Morley rank G. If a has no nontrivial fixed points then G
is abelian and inverted by a .
w xFact 2.40 9, Theorem 8.4, p. 124 . Let G s G i H be a group of
finite Morley rank, where G and H are definable, G is an infinite simple
 .algebraic group over an algebraically closed field, and C G s 1. Then,H
 .  .  .viewing H as a subgroup of Aut G , we have H F Inn G G, where Inn G
is the group of inner automorphisms of G and G is the group of graph
automorphisms of G.
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w xFact 2.41 1 . Let G be a connected nonsolvable K-group of finite
 .Morley rank. Then Grs G is isomorphic to a direct sum of simple
algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields.
In Section 5, we will need the following facts about algebraic groups
over algebraically closed fields. Apart from Fact 2.46, these facts are found
w x w x w xin 25 , 16 , or 15 , which are our main references for the theory of
algebraic groups and related subjects.
w xDEFINITION 2.42 16, Sect. 7.5 . Let G be an algebraic group over an
 .algebraically closed field and let M be an arbitrary subset of G. A M
 .the group closure of M is the intersection of all closed subgroups of G
containing M.
w xFact 2.43 16, Proposition 7.5 . Let G be an algebraic group over an
 .algebraically closed field, I an index set, and f : X ª G i g I a family ofi i
 .morphisms from irreducible varieties X , such that each Y s f X con-i i i
tains the identity element of G. Set M s D Y . Then:ig I i
 .  .a A M is a connected subgroup of G.
 .   .  ..b For some finite sequence a s a 1 , . . . , a n in I,
A M s Y e1 ??? Y en e s "1 . .  .a1. an. i
w xFact 2.44 16, Theorem 17.6 . Let G be a connected solvable subgroup
 .of GL V , 0 / V finite dimensional. Then G has a common eigenvector.
 .DEFINITION 2.45. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. O G is the
largest, definable, connected, normal 2H -subgroup of G.
w xFact 2.46 6 . If H is a simple algebraic group over an algebraically
closed field K of characteristic different from 2, and t is an involutive
 .  0.automorphism of H, then F C s Z C is a finite extension of ant t
 .algebraic torus over K and E C s L ??? L is the central product oft 1 n
quasisimple subgroups L which are algebraic groups over K. In particular,i
 . 0  .0  .O C s 1 and C s F C E C .t t t t
We will also need the more detailed description of the structure of
simple algebraic groups in terms of root subgroups, as follows:
w xFact 2.47 25, Corollary to Lemma 15 . Let a , b be roots with a q b
/ 0. Let k be a field. Then
x t , x t s x c t iu j , .  . .  .a b iaqj b i j
 . y1 y1where A, B s ABA B , where the product on the right is taken over
 .all roots ia q j b i, j g Z arranged in some fixed order, and where the
c are integers depending on a , b , and the chosen ordering, but not on ti j
and u.
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w  . xFact 2.48 25, Example a , p. 24 . If a q b is not a root, then the
right-side of the commutator formula in Fact 2.47 reduces to 1.
w xFact 2.49 15, Lemma 10.1 . Let F be a root system. If D is a base of
 .F, then a , b F 0 for a / b in D, and a y b is not a root.
w xFact 2.50 16, Theorem 27.3 . Let G be a reductive algebraic group, T
 .a fixed maximal torus, and F s F G, T . Let D be a base of F. Let Za
 .  .0denote C T , where T s ker a and a g F. Then G is generated byG a a
 .  .the Z a g D , or equivalently by T along with all U "a g D .a a
w xFact 2.51 16, Corollary 32.3 . A semisimple algebraic group of Lie
 .  .rank 1 is isomorphic to SL K or PGL K .2 2
We conclude with some useful technical results.
PROPOSITION 2.52. Let Q be a group and i an in¨olution acting on Q.
Suppose Q is a 2-di¨ isible, i-in¨ariant, normal subgroup of Q. If in Q e¨ery1 1
 .element has a unique square root or if i in¨erts Q then C i s1 Q r Q1
 .C i Q rQ .Q 1 1
Proof. We have to show that, for every x g Q, xy1 x i g Q implies that1
 .there exists y g Q such that xy g C i .1 Q
First, assume that i inverts Q . Let x g Q such that xy1 x i g Q . As Q1 1 1
is 2-divisible, there is y g Q such that xy1 x i s y2. This implies that1
i y1  . ixy s x y s xy . We are done.
Now assume that in Q every element has a unique square root.1
y  i y14 yConsider Q s z g Q : z s z . Let z g Q . As Q is 2-divisible,1 1 1 1
i  2 . i  i .2 y1  2 .y1z has a square root z g Q . z s z s z and z s z s1 1 1 1 1
 y1 .2 y1  . i yz . By the uniqueness of the square roots, z s z . Hence, Q is a1 1 i 1
2-divisible set. Let x be as above. Then xy1 x i g Qy. Hence, xy1 x i s y21
for some y g Qy. Now, by the same argument as in the previous para-i
graph, we are done.
 .PROPOSITION 2.53. Let G s d S Q be a group of finite Morley rank,
where S is Sylow 2-subgroup of G and Q is a normal, definable 2H -subgroup.
Assume that Q has a definable, normal subgroup Q which is normalized by1
 .  .   ..   ..d S also. Assume also that S e d S . Then C d S Q rQ s C d S .Q 1 1 Q r Q1
  ..Proof. Let LrQ s C d S . It is sufficient to show that L F1 Q r Q1
  .. x  .C d S Q . Let x g L. The assumptions imply that S F Q d S . By theQ 1 1
 .conjugacy of Sylow 2-subgroups and the fact that S e d S we can find
x y y1  .  .   .. y g Q such that S s S . Thus xy g N S s C S s C d S Fact1 Q Q Q
.   ..2.7 . This implies L F C d S Q .Q 1
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We need a definition before the following proposition.
DEFINITION 2.54. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. The PruferÈ
2-rank of a 2-torus of G is the number of copies of Z whose direct2`
product form this 2-torus. By rank considerations, this number is always
finite in a group of finite Morley rank. If H is a subgroup not necessarily
.  .definable of G then the Prufer 2-rank of H, denoted by pr H is theÈ
maximum of the Prufer 2-ranks of the 2-tori in H.È
PROPOSITION 2.55. Let Q i T be a group of finite Morley rank, where Q
H  .is a definable, connected, sol¨ able 2 -group and T s d S , where S is a
Sylow 2-subgroup of T. Assume that S is a 2-torus. If the Prufer 2-rank of TÈ
is at least 2 then
 :Q s C S : S F S and pr S s pr S y 1 . .  .  .Q 0 0 0
Proof. If the action of T on Q is trivial then there is nothing to do, so
we may assume that T does not centralize Q. Let Q be a counterexample
 .of minimal Morley rank. Consider the following action of TrC Q on Q:T
t t .for any x g Q and t g TrC Q , x is defined to be x . Let A be aT
 .TrC Q -minimal normal subgroup of Q. As Q is solvable, A is abelian.T
  . :By induction on Morley rank, QrA s C S : S is as above . But byQ r A 0 0
 .  .   .Proposition 2.53, C S s C S ArA. This implies Q s C S A:Q r A 0 Q 0 Q 0
:   . :S is as above . So it suffices to show that A F C S : S is as above ,0 Q 0 0
 .  .and we show in fact that C A has Prufer rank at least pr T y 1. WeÈT
 .may assume that A is not centralized by TrC Q , equivalently A is notT
 .  . centralized by T. We consider the action of TrC Q rC A sT T r C Q.T
 .  .  ..TrC Q rC A rC Q on A. By Fact 2.17, A ( K , where K is anT T T q
 .  .  . Ualgebraically closed field and TrC Q rC A rC Q F K . SinceT T T
 .  .  .  .   ..TrC Q rC A rC Q ( TrC A , we conclude that pr C A GT T T T T
 .pr T y 1, as claimed.
3. WEAKLY EMBEDDED SUBGROUPS
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. A proper
definable subgroup M of G is said to be weakly embedded if it satisfies the
following conditions:
 .i Any Sylow 2-subgroup of M is infinite.
 . gii For any g g G_ M, M l M has finite Sylow 2-subgroups.
We first prove a few basic properties of weakly embedded subgroups.
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank with a weakly
embedded subgroup M. Then the following hold:
 .  .i For any Sylow 2-subgroup S of M, N S F M.G
 .ii If S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M then S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
 .Proof. i This is immediate.
 .ii Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M and suppose T ) S is a Sylow
 .  .  .  .2-subgroup of G. By Facts 1.5 i and 2.21 iii , N S ) S. But N S l MT T
 .s S as S is Sylow 2-subgroup of M. This contradicts part i .
Now we give a characterization of weakly embedded subgroups.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. A proper
definable subgroup M of G is a weakly embedded subgroup if and only if the
following hold:
 .i M has infinite Sylow 2-subgroups.
 .  .ii For any unipotent 2-subgroup U and 2-torus T in M, N U F M,G
 .and N T - M.G
Proof. It is clear that if M is a weakly embedded subgroup then it
satisfies the above conditions. Therefore, we assume that M is a proper
definable subgroup with the above properties and show that it is a weakly
embedded subgroup. Let g g G and suppose S is an infinite Sylow
2-subgroup of M l M g. We will show that g g M.
We claim that S is Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Suppose toward a contradic-
tion that this is not the case. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G such that1
 .  . 0S - S . By Fact 2.21 iii , S - N S . If S s B)T as in Fact 1.5, then1 S1
 .  .  . gN S F N B l N T F M l M , which contradicts S is a Sylow 2-S G G1
subgroup of M l M g. Hence, S and S gy1 are Sylow 2-subgroups of M and
x gy1  .there exists x g M such that S s S . Therefore, gx g N S F M,G
forcing g g M.
4. CENTRAL EXTENSIONS
It is possible to develop a theory of central extensions for tame groups.
In this section, we show how to achieve this. Our proofs make use of the
w xtheory of central extensions of linear algebraic groups as explained in 25
w xand also of the ``no bad fields'' hypothesis. We will show in 2 that this
hypothesis can be eliminated using K-theory and additional model theory.
For the tame case, our present treatment is more straightforward.
We prove the following theorem.
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THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a perfect tame group of finite Morley rank and let
C be a definable central subgroup of G such that GrC is a uni¨ ersal linear
algebraic group o¨er an algebraically closed field; G is a central extension of
 .finite Morley rank of a uni¨ ersal linear algebraic group. Then C s 1 .
In the proof of this theorem our notation and terminology will be the
w x w xsame as in 25 unless otherwise stated. We differ from 25 , and indeed
from the theory of linear algebraic groups in general, in the use of the
word simple, which we apply only to groups which are simple as abstract
groups. Theorem 4.1 will be used in proving the following theorem:
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a perfect tame group of finite Morley rank such
 .that GrZ G is a quasisimple algebraic group. Then G is an algebraic group.
 . w xIn particular, Z G is finite 16, Sect. 27.5 .
w xBefore we start our argument, we would like to refer the reader to 23
for results that are in a related vein.
 .Throughout this section, for any group G and x, y g G, x, y will
y1 y1 w xdenote xyx y as in 25 . We start with an overview of some results from
w x w x25 . In 25 , for a field k and a root system S, the following relations over
  . 4the set of symbols x t : a g S, t g k are defined:a
 .  .A x t is additive.a
 .   .  ..B If a and b are roots and a q b / 0, then x t , x t sa b
 i j. x c t u , where i and j are positive integers and the c areiaqj b i j i j
integers depending on a , b , and the chosen ordering of the roots, but not
on t or u.
 X.  .  .  .  y2 . UB w t x u w yt s x yt u for t g k , wherea a a ya
w t s x t x yty1 x t .  .  .  .a a ya a
for t g kU.
 .  .  .  .  .C h t is multiplicative in t, where h t s w t w y1 for t ga a a a
kU.
 .  .Let X denote the group presented by A and B if rank S ) 1 and byu
 .  X.  .A and B if rank S s 1. If the the relation C is added, then we get the
 w xuniversal Chevalley group see 25 ; the notation X is different from theu
w x.one used in 25 .
We quote the following lemmas and theorems:
w xLEMMA 4.3 25, Lemma 39, p. 70 . Let a be a root and let X be asu
 .  .  .  .y1abo¨e. In X , set f t, u s h t h u h tu . Then:u a a a
 .  2 .  2 .  .a f t, u ¨ s f t, u f t, ¨ .
 . U  .  .b If t, u generate a cyclic subgroup of k then f t, u s f u, t .
 .  .  .  2 .c If f t, u s f u, t , then f t, u s 1.
 .  .d If t, u / 0 and t q u s 1, then f t, u s 1.
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w xTHEOREM 4.4 25, Theorem 9, p. 72 . Assume that S is indecomposable
 .  .and that k is an algebraic estension of a finite field. Then relations A and B
  X. .or B if rank S s 1 suffice to define the corresponding uni¨ ersal Che¨al-
 .ley group, i.e., they imply relation C .
The following theorems and corollaries about central extensions are
w xproven in 25 .
w xTHEOREM 4.5 25, Theorem 10, p. 78 . Let S be an indecomposable root
< <system and k a field such that k ) 4, and if rank S s 1, assume further that
< < k / 9. If X is the corresponding uni¨ ersal Che¨alley group abstractly defined
 .  .  X .  . .by relations A , B , B , and C abo¨e , if X is the group defined byu
 .  .  X .   X. .relations A , B , and B we use B only if rank S s 1 , and if p is the
 .natural homomorphism from X to X, then p , X is a uni¨ ersal co¨eringu u
extension of X.
w xCOROLLARY 4.6 25 . X is centrally closed. Each of its central extensionsu
splits, i.e., its Schur multiplier is tri¨ ial. It yields the uni¨ ersal co¨ering
extension of all the Che¨alley groups of the gi¨ en type.
w x  ..THEOREM 4.7 25, Theorem 12 Matsumoro, Moore . Assume that S
< <is an indecomposable root system and k a field with k ) 4. If X is the
 .uni¨ ersal Che¨alley group based on S and k, if X is the group defined by A ,u
 .  X .B , and B , and if p is the natural map from X to X with C s ker p , theu
Schur multiplier of X, then C is isomorphic to the abstract group generated by
 4  U .the symbols t, u t, u g k subject to the relations:
 .  4 4  4 4  4  4a t, u tu, ¨ s t, u¨ u, ¨ ; 1, u s u, 1 s 1;
 .  4 y14  4b t, u t, yu s t, y1 ;
 .  4  y1 4c t, u s u , t ;
 .  4  4d t, u s t, ytu ;
 .  4   . 4e t, u s t, 1 y t u ;
 .and in the case S is not of the type C n G 1 the additional relationn
 X.  4ab , is bimultiplicati¨ e.
 .  .  X.In this case relations a ] e may be replaced by ab and
 X.  4c , is skew.
 X.  4d t, yt s 1.
 X.  4e t, 1 y t s 1.
 4  .  .  .y1The isomorphism is gi¨ en by f : t, u ¬ h t h u h tu , a a fixed longa a a
root.
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For a proof of Theorem 4.1 we have to consider a perfect tame central
extension G of finite Morley rank of a universal linear algebraic group X
over an algebraically closed field K. Let X be the universal coveringu
extension of X. Let C s ker c , where c is the covering map from G onto0
 .X. By the universality of p , X , there exists a map u from X into Gu u
 .  .   .  ..such that cu s p . Then u X C s G. But G s G, G s u X , u Xu 0 u u
 .  .s u X , X s u X . Hence, u is surjective. Then C s ker p s ker cu su u u
y1 y1 .u ker c s u C .0
If f is the function defined in Lemma 4.3, we will need to show that
 .u ( f : K = K ª Z G is interpretable in G. The following fact is proved in
w x24 :
w xFact 4.8 24, Corollaire 4.16 . In a simple algebraic group over an
algebraically closed field, definability from the field and definability from
the pure group coincide.
We prove a generalization of this fact. The proof makes use of the
w xfollowing results from 24 :
w x Fact 4.9 24, Corollaire 4.2 . There are no constructible in the sense of
.algebraic geometry bad groups.
w xFact 4.10 24, Theoreme 4.15 . An infinite field definable in a pureÂ Á
 .algebraically closed field F is definably in F isomorphic to F.
PROPOSITION 4.11. In a quasisimple algebraic group o¨er an algebraically
closed field, definability from the field and definability from the pure group
coincide.
 .Proof. Let X s X F be a quasisimple algebraic group over an alge-
}braically closed field F. We will use -notation to denote quotients by
 .Z X . By Fact 4.9, no bad groups are definable in X. Therefore, we can
 .interpret an algebraically closed field in XrZ X using its Borel sub-
groups. Let us denote this field by K. As K is interpretable in F, these two
fields are definably isomorphic in F by Fact 4.10. Let us denote this
 .isomorphism by u . Let X K be a linear algebraic group over X isomor-
 .phic to X F by an isomorphism c induced by u . The isomorphisms c :a
 .  .   ..   ..X F ª X K defined by c x t s x u t are definable in X sincea a a a a
 .they can be written as the composition of the isomorphism X Fa
ª X F induced by the canonical homomorphism X ª X with the .a
 .definable isomorphism X F ª X K given by .a a
x t ¬ t ¬ u t ¬ x u t , .  .  . .a a
 .   ..where the maps x t ¬ t and u t ¬ x u t are F-algebraic, hence .a a
definable in X by Fact 4.8.
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 .  .The isomorphisms c are induced by the isomorphism c : X F ª X Ka
and conversely c is definable from the c since every element of X is aa
product of a bounded number of elements from the root groups X .a
Therefore, c is definable.
 .n  .Now, let A be a subset of X F definable from F. c A is definable in
n .X K from K and hence is definable in X. But c and K are definable in
y1  ..X. Hence, A s c c A is definable in X.
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Assume that
G is a perfect central extension of a uni¨ ersal linear algebraic group X, such
that the kernel of the co¨ering map from G onto X is a definable central
subgroup of G. If X is the uni¨ ersal co¨ering of X and u : X ª G is theu u
 .unique induced map as in Theorem 4.5, and f : K = K ª X is the functionu
defined in Lemma 4.3, then the function u ( f is interpretable in G.
Proof. In order to prove Theorem 4.5, Steinberg proves that relations
 .  .  X.A , B , and B can be lifted from a universal linear algebraic group X to
any of its central extensions. To do so he starts with a central extension
 .c ,G of X and he constructs a map f from the root subgroups of X into
G. We will make use of this map in order to show that the function u ( f is
interpretable in G.
The first step in the proof is to show that f is interpretable in G. To do
so, we need to look at the at the definition of f. First, an element a of KU
2   .  ..  .is chosen so that c s a y 1 / 0. In GrC, h a , x t s x ct for alla a a
  ..a g S, t g K. Then f x t is defined so that:a
 .    ...  .i c f x t s x t ;a a
 .    ..   ...   ..ii f h a , f x t s f x ct .a a a
Steinberg observes that this determines f as a map from the root group
  . :X s x t : t g K into G. The x are definable from the field overa a a
which X is defined. Therefore, by Proposition 4.11, they are definable
from the pure group G. On the other hand, the following formula defines
f :
f x s y .
if and only if
' x , y c x s y & g , y s y & ' t x s x t & x s x ct , .  .  .  . . .1 1 1 1 0 1 1 a a
 .where g is the group element defined by h a . As a result, we conclude0 a
that f is an interpretable map from X into G. One can do the samea
 .thing for all roots and get a map f which lifts interpretably in G the Xa
from X to G.
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Now we define the following functions from K into G:
y1w t s f x t f x yt f x t ; .  .  .  . .  . .a a ya a
h t s w t w y1 . .  .  .a a a
As f and the x are interpretable in G, so is w and therefore, h .a a a
Hence, using Proposition 4.11, the following function also is interpretable
in G:
U Uf : K = K ª G
y1t , u ¬ h t h u h tu . .  .  .  .a a a
 .  .  .But f s u ( f since i and ii hold in X for x t and are preserved byu a
homomorphisms. This finishes the proof.
Now we can prove Theorem 4.1:
U  4 Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let t g K _ 1 . We consider the set B s u gt
U  . 4  .K : f t, u s 1 . As K is an algebraically closed field, by Lemma 4.3 a , f
is multiplicative in the second component. Therefore, B is a subgroupt
 .  .containing t by Lemma 4.3 b and c . If t is of infinite order, then B ist
infinite. Hence, using our assumption about the nonexistence of bad fields
in the environment, we conclude that B s KU. On the other hand, if t ist
U  y1 .of finite order, then fix u g K of infinite order. Then f u, t s 1 by
 y1 .  .the first part of the argument. But f u, t s f t, u s 1 by Theorem
 .4.7 c . Hence, again B contains elements of infinite order, and thust
UB s K . This finishes the argument.t
Finally, we can prove Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We start with a perfect tame group G of finite
 .Morley rank such that GrZ G is a quasisimple algebraic group. Let X be
 .the universal group of the same type as GrZ G . Then we have the
following diagram:
pG 616  .GrZ G
p 2X
We form the pullback fo this diagram:
u pG 61 1
6
6
6  .Y GrZ G
pu 22 X
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 .  .  .4Then Y ( g, x g G = X : p g s p x . In this diagram, p and1 2 1
 .GrZ G are interpretable in G. On the other hand, as X is an algebraic
 .group, it is interpretable in GrZ G and hence in G. Moreover, the triple
  . .X, GrZ G , p is algebraic and hence interpretable in G, say as2
U U U U U .  .X , G , p , where G ( GrZ G definably; hence we may take G s
 . U U  .GrZ G and p : X ª GrZ G .
Ä UThe pullback Y of p and p is interpretable in G. Hence it is of finite1
ÄMorley rank. Since Y ( Y, Y also has finite Morley rank. Moreover, Y is a
definable central extension of X. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 4.1 to
w  . xY and X and conclude, using 25, iii , p. 75 that Y ( X ) A, where A is
 X .   ..X X Xabelian. Note that u Y s u Y s G s G. But Y ( X is an algebraic1 1
group. Therefore, G is a quotient of an algebraic group by a finite group.
We conclude that G also is an algebraic group.
5. B-D
The proof of Theorem 1.7 is based on the analysis of the interaction
between the unipotent 2-subgroups and the 2-tori of a counterexample to
the theorem. In this section, we introduce concepts which will be used in
this analysis and obtain some basic results.
 .DEFINITION 5.1. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Then U G is
 .the set of unipotent 2-subgroups in G and T G is the set of 2-tori in G;
 .   .:  .   .  .:B G s U: U g U G and D G s d T : T g T G . A group G of
 .finite Morley rank is said to be of D-type if G s D G and of B-type if
 .G s B G .
 .  .Note that, for any group of finite Morley rank G, B G and D G are
definable and connected by Fact 2.3.
 .  .In the sequel, we will need information about B H and D H , where
H is a proper definable subgroup of a counterexample to Theorem 1.7.
Such a subgroup is a tame K-group of finite Morley rank. Therefore, we
prove some lemmas about tame K-groups. Nevertheless, we will try to
prove statements that are as general as allowed by our context.
 .LEMMA 5.2. i Let X be a B-type group. Assume that X is a normal1
definable subgroup of X and X contains a maximal unipotent 2-subgroup.1
Then X s X .1
 .ii Let Y be a D-type group. Assume that Y is a normal definable1
subgroup of Y and Y contains a maximal 2-torus. Then Y s Y .1 1
 .  .Proof. i As X is normal and definable in X, by Facts 1.5 ii and 2.31,1
X contains all the unipotent 2-subgroups of X. But X is a B-type group,1
hence X s X .1
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 .ii The same argument as in the first part works for a D-type group
after one replaces unipotent 2-subgroups with the definable closures of
2-tori.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let R be a connected group of finite Morley rank such
 .0 w  .0 xthat F R is di¨ isible. Then R, F R is torsion-free.
 .0Proof. Let F s F R . By Fact 2.12, F s R [ R , where R is torsion,1 2 1
R is torsion-free, and R is central in F. Therefore, FX F R and, in2 1 2
particular FX is torsion-free.
w xWe mimic the proof of Theorem 3 in 22 . Let g g R. We define the
following mapping:
w x Xg : Frd R ª R , F rF , .g 1
w x Xad R ¬ g , a F . .1
We first check that g is well-defined. Assume a, b g F such thatg
y1  .  .  .b a g d R . R and therefore d R is abelian. By Fact 2.10 ii R is the1 1 1 1
direct sum of p-tori for some prime numbers p. As R is normal in R, by1
 .Fact 2.30, it is centralized by R. This forces d R to be central in R also.1
w y1 x w xw y1 xa w x y1 y1 y1Therefore, we have 1 s g, b a s g, a g, b s g, a a g bgb a.
w x y1 y1 y1 y1This last expression is equal to g, a a b ag bg because b a is
g  . w x y1 y1 y1central in R, b g F, and d R is central in F. As g, a a b ag bg s1
w xw xw x w x w x Xg, a a, b b, g , g, b , and g, a are in the same coset of F . Therefore,
g is well-defined.g
Next, we check that g is a group homomorphism. Let a, b g F. Theng
w x w xw xb w xw xww x x w xw x Xg, ab s g, b g, a s g, b g, a g, a , b ' g, a g, b modulo F .
 . As Frd R is torsion-free, its image under g is also torsion-free Fact1 g
.2.22 .
 .Now, for any g , . . . , g g R, let g s g , . . . , g and define the follow-1 n 1 n
ing mapping:
n Xw xg : Frd R ª R , F rF , . .g 1
n
Xw xa d R , . . . , a d R ª g , a F . .  . . 1 1 n 1 k k
ks1
w x XThis mapping is a homomorphism because R, F rF is abelian. As
 .  .Frd R is torsion-free, so is the image of g Fact 2.22 . This implies that1 g
w x X w x XR, F rF is torsion-free as every element of R, F rF is contained in the
Ximage of some g . But F is a torsion-free definable subgroup. Therefore,g
w xwe conclude that R, F is also torsion-free.
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LEMMA 5.4. If R is a sol¨ able D-type group of finite Morley rank then
 .  .0R s d T F R , where T is a maximal 2-torus of R.
 .Proof. By Fact 2.19, RrF R is a divisible abelian group,
 :RrF R s d T F R rF R : T g T R . .  .  .  .  .
 .Therefore, RrF R also is a D-type group and since it is abelian, we have
 .   ..  .  .RrF R s d T rF R , where T rF R is a maximal 2-torus of RrF R .1 1
 .  .  .  .But by Fact 2.33 ii , T rF R s TF R rF R , where T is a maximal1
 .   .  ..   ..  .2-torus of R. Therefore, RrF R s d TF R rF R s d TF R rF R s
0 .  .  .  .  .d T F R rF R , and the connectedness of R implies R s d T F R .
 .LEMMA 5.5. Let Y be a tame D-type K-group. Then U Y s B.
Proof. We carry out a case-by-case analysis:
 .Y is nilpotent. In this case, Y s d T , where T is the maximal 2-torus of
 .Y. By Fact 2.10, d T is a divisible abelian group. Fact 2.27 implies Y has
finitely many involutions. Therefore, using Fact 2.28, we conclude that
 .U Y s B.
Y is sol¨ able nonnilpotent. We argue by induction on the rank of Y.
Suppose Y is a counterexample of minimal rank. Let S be a Sylow
2-subgroup of Y. By Fact 2.34, S is connected. Hence, S s B)T with
B / 1 and T / 1. By Fact 2.36, B e Y. Hence, B is subgroup of every
Sylow 2-subgroup of G and it is centralized by every 2-torus in G.
Therefore, B is central in Y.
 .0  .0We claim that F Y s B. By Fact 2.11, F Y s C) D, where C is
definable, connected, and of bounded exponent, and D is definable and
 .  .divisible. If D / 1, then rk YrD - rk Y . This yields a contradiction
because BDrD is a nontrivial unipotent 2-subgroup of YrD and YrD is a
 .0D-type group. Thus, F Y s C.
 .0Fact 2.20 implies F Y is the direct sum of its Sylow p-subgroups,
which are definable. If P is such a Sylow p-subgroup, where p / 2, then
 .P s 1 because otherwise, P is infinite it is connected by Fact 2.34 and
 .  .rk YrP - rk Y , and arguing as above yields a contradiction. Therefore,
 .0  .0F Y s B. In particular, F Y is central in Y. By Fact 2.19, Y is
nilpotent, a contradiction.
}  .Y is nonsol¨ able. We will use -notation to denote quotients by s Y .
By Fact 2.41, Ys Y [ ??? [ Y , where the Y are simple algebraic groups1 m i
over algebraically closed fields of odd characteristic.
Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y. Then S0 s B)T , where B is
definable, connected, and of bounded exponent and T is divisible abelian.
 .  .0If U Y / B, then both B and T are nontrivial. We claim s Y s
0 0 .  .F Y s Z Y s B. As Y is the direct sum of simple algebraic groups
0 .  .over algebraically closed fields, B Y s 1. Therefore, B F s Y . By Fact
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 .2.36, B is characteristic in s Y , and thus B e Y. As B is the largest
unipotent 2-subgroup of every Sylow 2-subgroup of Y, it is centralized by
the 2-tori of Y. But Y is a D-type group, therefore B is central in Y. Now
the same argument as in the case in which Y is solvable implies that
 .0  .0  .0F Y s B. But by Fact 2.19, s Y rF Y is an abelian group and B is
 .0  .0central in Y. This forces s Y to be nilpotent and in particular s Y s
 .0F Y .
 .0We have B s Z Y and YrB s Y rB) ??? )Y rB, where the Y rB are1 m i
finite central extensions of simple algebraic groups over algebraically
closed fields of odd characteristic. We will do component analysis in the
w x w x Xstyle of 21 . If i / j, then Y , Y F B. For every i, Y is connected andi j i
Y XBrB e Y rB. Therefore, we have Y s Y XB and Y s Y X ??? Y X B. Thei i i i 1 m
subgroup Y X ??? Y X contains a maximal 2-torus of Y. Therefore, by Lemma1 m
5.2, Y s Y X s Y X ??? Y X . By continuing to take commutators we may as-1 m
sume that Y s Y ) ??? )Y , where the Y are perfect groups. We also have1 m i
 .  .  .  .Z Y s Z Y ??? Z Y . Therefore, each Y rZ Y is a perfect group which1 m i i
is a central extension of a simple algebraic group by a finite center. By
 .Theorem 4.2 each Y rZ Y is a quasisimple algebraic group. By Theoremi i
 .4.2, Y is an algebraic group. Therefore, Z Y is finite. This last conclusioni i
proves that Y cannot have unipotent 2-subgroups.
LEMMA 5.6. Let G s K i H be a group of finite Morley rank, where H
and K are connected definable subgroups of G, and K is a K-group of B-type.
Assume that H centralizes all definable simple and B-type sol¨ able sections of
K normalized by H. Then H centralizes K. A similar statement can be made
.for D-type groups.
Proof. We prove the statement for B-type groups. The same proof
 .works for D-type groups mutatis mutandis. By Fact 2.41, Krs K is
isomorphic to the direct sum of simple algebraic groups over algebraically
closed fields of characteristic 2. Since H is connected, H normalizes each
of these simple algebraic groups. Thus by the hypotheses, H centralizes
 .  .  .Krs K . Therefore, H centralizes Us K rs K , where U is a unipotent
 .  .2-subgroup of K. This implies that H normalizes Us K . Us K is a
  ..definable solvable subgroup of K. Therefore, H acts trivially on B Us X ,
and in particular, U. As K is a B-type group, H centralizes K.
LEMMA 5.7. If B is a unipotent 2-subgroup acting on a tame D-type
K-group Y, then the action is tri¨ ial.
Proof. We carry out a case-by-case analysis:
 .Y is nilpotent. Y is nilpotent implies that Y s d T , where T is the
2-torus of Y. By Fact 2.30, B centralizes T. Therefore, it also centralizes
 .d T .
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 .  .0Y is sol¨ able and nonnilpotent. By Lemma 5.4, Y s d T F Y , where T
 .0is maximal 2-torus of Y. The group B acts on F Y . We claim that the
 .0  .0group BF Y is nilpotent. Suppose this is not the case. As BF Y is
solvable and connected, by Fact 2.18, an algebraically closed field K can
 .0be interpreted in BF Y , and a definable section of B is isomorphic to an
infinite definable subgroup of KU. But then, by Fact 2.28, KU has
 .0infinitely many involutions, a contradiction. Therefore, BF Y is nilpo-
 .0tent. Then, by Fact 2.11 and Lemma 5.5, B centralizes F Y .
By replacing T by one of its conjugates in Y, we may assume that B and
T are in the same Sylow 2-subgroup of BY. But this implies that B
 .centralizes T and therefore d T . By the above paragraph, B centralizes
 .0  .  .0F Y . Thus, we conclude that B centralizes Y s d T F Y .
Y is nonsol¨ able. This follows from Fact 2.40, the result for Y solvable,
and Lemma 5.6.
 .  .COROLLARY 5.8. If H is a tame K-group then B H and D H commute.
 .LEMMA 5.9. If X is a tame B-type K-group then T X s B.
Proof. We carry out a case-by-case analysis.
X is sol¨ able. By Fact 2.36, X is a unipotent 2-group and we are done in
this case.
X is nonsol¨ able. We assume that X is a counterexample of minimal
 .  .rank to the statement. Therefore, D X / 1. Xrs X is the direct sum of
simple algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields of characteristic 2.
 .0  .0  .0  .We claim that s X s F X s Z X . By Lemma 5.7, D X is
 .  .central in X and D X s d T , where T is the maximal 2-torus of X. By
 .0Fact 2.11, F X s C) D, where C is definable, connected, and of
bounded exponent and D is definable and divisible. By induction on rank,
 .0  .0we may assume C s 1. If F X - s X then, by Fact 2.18, an alge-
 .0  .0X  .0braically closed field K is interpretable in s X . Since s X : F X ,
 .0K is isomorphic to a definable section of F X , and a definable sectionq
 .0  .0 Uof s X rF X is isomorphic to an infinite subgroup of K . The ``no
bad fields'' assumption implies that this definable section is isomorphic to
KU.
 .0 UThe characteristic of K is 0 because F X is divisible. Therefore, K
 .  .0  .0contains a nontrivial 2-torus. Fact 2.33 ii implies that s X rF X
 .0contains a nontrivial 2-torus. This implies that s X contains a noncen-
 .0  .0tral 2-torus, a contradiction. Therefore, F X s s X .
 .0Let U be a unipotent 2-subgroup. We claim that the group F X U is
 .0nilpotent. If this is not the case then, as F X U is connected and
solvable, by Fact 2.18, an algebraically closed field K can be interpreted in
 .0F X U and a definable section of U is isomorphic to an infinite subgroup
of KU. But then Fact 2.28 implies that KU has infinitely many involutions,
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 .0a contradiction. Therefore, F X U is nilpotent and Fact 2.11 implies that
 .0  .0F X centralizes U. Since X is a B-type group, we conclude that F X
 .0  .0  .0is central in X ; s X s F X s Z X .
Now we can finish the argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.5.
LEMMA 5.10. If X is a B-type K-group and C is a nilpotent, connected,
2X-group of bounded exponent of finite Morley rank acting definably on X, then
the action is tri¨ ial.
Proof. We carry out a case-by-case analysis:
 .X is sol¨ able. By Facts 2.36 and 1.5 i , X is nilpotent. The rest of the
argument is an application of Fact 2.18.
X is nonsol¨ able. This follows from Fact 2.40, the result for X solvable
and Lemma 5.6.
LEMMA 5.11. If X is a tame B-type K-group and T is a torsion-free
nilpotent group of finite Morley rank acting on X definably then this action is
tri¨ ial.
Proof. We carry out a case-by-case analysis:
X is sol¨ able. By Fact 2.36, X is nilpotent. We claim that the group XT
is nilpotent. If this is not the case then as XT is a connected solvable
group of finite Morley rank, by Fact 2.18, an algebraically closed field K is
interpretable in XT. The ``no bad fields'' hypothesis implies that a defin-
able section of T is isomorphic KU. But T is torsion-free, a contradiction.
Therefore, XT is nilpotent. Therefore X is centralized by T.
X is nonsol¨ able. This follows from Fact 2.40, the result for X solvable,
and Lemma 5.6.
LEMMA 5.12. Let T be a group such that T ( FU , where F is an
algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. If T acts on a tame D-type
K-group Y, then the action is tri¨ ial.
Proof. The argument is again a case-by-case analysis:
Y is nilpotent. Y is the definable closure of its sole 2-torus and an
application of Fact 2.30 proves the statement in this case.
Y is sol¨ able and nonnilpotent. Suppose the action of T is nontrivial. By
Fact 2.18, we can interpret an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2
in the group H s YT. This forces Y to have a definable section which is a
 .unipotent 2-group. But then B Y / 1, a contradiction to Lemma 5.5.
Y is nonsol¨ abe. This follows from Fact 2.40, the result for Y solvable,
and Lemma 5.6.
LEMMA 5.13. If an in¨olution i acts on a tame D-type K-group Y, and
 .C i does not contain nontri¨ ial 2-tori, then Y is sol¨ able. If , in addition, YY
is nilpotent, then i in¨erts Y.
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Proof. We first assume that Y is nilpotent and prove the second
 .  .statement. As Y s D Y , Y s d T , where T is the maximal 2-torus in Y.
In particular, Y is abelian. By Fact 2.38, it is enough to show that under
 .the assumptions of the statement C i is finite.Y
 y1 i 4We let K s g g : g g Y . Note that the elements of K are inverted
by i. As Y is abelian, K is a definable subgroup and the following map is a
homomorphism from Y onto K :
u : Y ª K ,
g ¬ gy1 g i.
 .As the fibers of this map correspond to the cosets of C i in Y, weY
 .  .   ..have rk Y s rk K q rk C i . The assumptions on Y imply thatY
  ..  .rk C i - rk Y . Therefore, K is an infinite divisible subgroup of Y.Y
Let g g Y. Then gy1 g i s k 2 for some k g K. This implies g iky1 s gk.
y1 i  . i y1But k s k . Therefore, gk s gk. As g s gkk , we conclude that
 .  .0Y s C i K. As Y is connected, we have Y s C i K. The assumption onY Y
 .  .0 HC i implies that C i is 2 . But then K contains the Sylow 2-sub-Y Y
 .0group of Y. This forces K s Y, thus C i s 1.Y
Now we will show that Y is solvable. Assume toward a contradiction that
 .0Y is nonsolvable. We will first show that s Y s 1. Suppose this is not
 .0  .0 Hthe case. We first analyze F Y . If F Y is a 2 -group then, by Fact
 .  .  .0  .002.25 and Proposition 2.52, C i s C i F Y rF Y . Therefore,Y r F Y . Y
 .0C i does not contain nontrivial 2-tori. By induction on rank,Y r F Y .
 .0YrF Y is solvable, forcing Y to be solvable, a contradiction. Therefore,
 .0  .0F Y has a nontrivial 2-torus. Let T be the maximal 2-torus of F Y . T1 1
 .is i-invariant. By the assumption on C i , and using Fact 2.38, i invertsY
 .  .T . It follows that i inverts d T . By Proposition 2.52, C i s1 1 Y r dT .1
 .  .  .  .C i d T rd T . By induction on rank, we conclude that Yrd T isY 1 1 1
solvable, which forces Y to be solvable, a contradiction. As a result, we
 .0  .0have F Y s 1, and therefore, s Y s 1.
The conclusion of the above paragraph and Fact 2.41 imply that Y s Y1
??? Y , where the Y are central extensions of simple algebraic groups overn i
algebraically closed fields of odd characteristic. Moreover, these can be
taken to be perfect subgroups. Then the results on central extensions
imply that the Y are quasisimple algebraic groups over algebraically closedi
fields of odd characteristic.
Now we will argue that we may take n s 1. The involution i is contained
 : 0in a Sylow 2-subgroup S of Y i i . T s S is a 2-torus. The hypotheses
 . ion C i imply that i inverts T. But this implies that T l Y F Y l YY 1 1 1
and, in particular, this intersection is infinite. This forces Y s Y i. Hence,1 1
it suffices to deal with the case in which Y is a quasisimple algebraic group
over an algebraically closed field of odd characteristic. Now the conclusion
follows from Facts 2.38 and 2.46.
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DEFINITION 5.14. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Define a
 .graph on U G as follows. The vertices of the graph are the elements of
 .U G . Two vertices U and U are connected by an edge if U and U1 2 1 2
normalize each other; this will be denoted by U ; U .1 2
We will investigate some basic properties of this graph. Note that two
 .vertices U and V are in the same connected component of U G if and
only if there exists a sequence A , . . . , A of unipotent 2-subgroups such0 n
that U s A , V s A , and, for 0 F i F n y 1, A and A normalize each0 n i iq1
other.
U  .PROPOSITION 5.15. Let G be a tame K -group, and let U , U g U G . If1 2
U ; U and neither of U and U is a central subgroup of G, then1 2 1 2
  ..   ..D C U s D C U .G 1 G 2
  ..Proof. As U normalizes U , U normalizes D C U . Since U is not1 2 1 G 2 2
  ..central in G, D C U is a K-group. Then, by Lemma 5.7, U centralizesG 2 1
  ..   ..  .   ..D C U . Hence, D C U F C U and we get D C U FG 2 G 2 G 1 G 2
  ..D C U . By symmetry, we obtain equality.G 1
COROLLARY 5.16. Let G be a tame KU-group that has no central unipo-
 .tent 2-subgroups, and U , U g U G . If U and U are in the same con-1 2 1 2
 .   ..   ..nected component of U G , then D C U s D C U .G 1 G 2
COROLLARY 5.17. Let G be a tame KU-group that has no central unipo-
 .  .tent 2-subgroups, and U g U G . If U G is a connected graph then
  ..D C U e G, for any unipotent 2-subgroup U of G.G
PROPOSITION 5.18. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Let W denote
 .  :.  .a connected component of U G , and M s N W . Then U M s W .G
 .  .Proof. We need to show that U M : W . Let U, V g U M such that
U g W . We will show that V g W . First we argue that U and V can be
replaced by maximal unipotent 2-subgroups. U F S and V F S , where S1 2 1
 . 0and S are two Sylow 2-subgroups of M. By Fact 1.5 ii , S s B )T , and2 1 1 1
0  .0S s B )T , and U F B and V F B . Note that B ; Z B ; U2 2 2 1 2 1 1
  .0  . .  .0Z B / 1 by Facts 1.5 i and 2.28 and B ; Z B ; V. Hence, we1 2 2
can replace U and V by B and B , which are maximal unipotent1 2
2-subgroups.
By the Sylow theorem, there exists g g M such that B g s B . Hence,1 2
 :  :B F W and g can be taken to be in W . Proceeding inductively, it2
suffices to treat the case in which g g W g W . In this case, W g s W, so
g gW s W and B s B g W .2 1
COROLLARY 5.19. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Let W be a
 .  :.  .  .connected component of U G . N W s Stab W . In particular, Stab WG
is a definable subgroup.
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In the sequel we will encounter groups which are isomorphic to either
 .  .PSL K or SL K over an algebraically closed field K. We will denote2 2
 .  .this situation by P SL K .2
LEMMA 5.20. If H is a nonsol¨ able, tame, connected K-group with a
 .  .  .weakly embedded subgroup, then HrO H ( P SL K , where K is an2
algebraically closed field.
Proof. Let M be a weakly embedded subgroup of H. Note that
 .0  .  .0  . F H s O H because if this is not the case, then F H ) O H Fact
.  .0  .1.4 and F H has an infinite Sylow 2-subgroup Fact 2.34 which is
 .0  .unique in F H Fact 2.20 . Therefore this Sylow 2-subgroup is normal in
H as well. This contradicts the assumption that H has a weakly embedded
subgroup.
 .  .We will show that either MO H rO H is a weakly embedded sub-
 .  .group of HrO H or H s MO H . We will use Proposition 3.3. We use
}  .-notation to denote quotients by O H . Clearly, M has infinite Sylow
 .2-subgroups. Let U be a subgroup of H, which contains O H , such that
xU is a unipotent 2-subgroup of M. Suppose U s U for some x g H. This
x   ..  .implies that U s U, and therefore x g N B U . Clearly, U F MO HH
 . .and we have U s O H M l U . As U is solvable and its Sylow 2-sub-
groups are of bounded exponent, by Fact 2.36, U has a unique Sylow
 .2-subgroup, which is a subgroup of M l U by Fact 2.33. Hence, B U F M.
  ..But x g N B U and M is a weakly embedded subgroup. This impliesH
x g M, forcing x g M. Now let T be a subgroup of H such that T is a
x x2-torus of M and x g H such that T s T. Hence, T s T , and therefore
   ...  .  .x g N D d T . If MO H - H then MO H is a weakly embeddedH
 .subgroup of H. Therefore, replacing M by MO H , we may assume that
 .    ...M contains O H and therefore T. But then x g N D d T forcesH
x g M, and x g M. If M - H then M is a weakly embedded subgroup of
 .H, otherwise H s MO H .
 .We first analyze the possibility M - H. In this case, MO H - H and
the discussion in the foregoing paragraph implies that M is a weakly
0 .  .embedded subgroup in H. If s H ) O H , then M has a normal
 .infinite 2-subgroup Fact 2.34 , which contradicts that H has a weakly
 .0  .embedded subgroup. It follows that s H s O H and therefore, by
 .Fact 2.41, H s HrO H is the central product of quasisimple groups of
finite Morley rank. As H has a weakly embedded subgroup, we conclude
that H is a quasisimple group. By the results on central extensions, H is a
quasisimple algebraic group with a weakly embedded subgroup.
 .  .We claim that H ( P SL K , where K is an algebraically closed field.2
Let X s H. We will show that X has Lie rank 1. Then the result will
follow from Fact 2.51. Let M denote a weakly embedded subgroup of X.
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By Proposition 3.2, M has a Sylow 2-subgroup S which is also a Sylow
2-subgroup of X.
 .We first assume that char K s 2. In this case S is a maximal unipotent
 q: y subgroup of X. We may assume that S s X : a g F . Let S s X :a a
y:  .a g F . By Proposition 3.3, N U F M for any unipotent 2-subgroup inX
 . qM. In particular, N U F M for every a g F , where U is the rootX a a
 .subgroup corresponding to a by Proposition 4.11, U is definable in X .a
Suppose X has Lie rank greater than 1. Then Fq has a base with at least
two distinct roots a and b. By Fact 2.49, a y b is not a root. Fact 2.47
implies that the root subgroups U and U commute. Therefore, Ua yb yb
centralizes a unipotent 2-subgroup of M and U F M. This forcesyb
 y.  y.Z S F M. But then, as Z S is a nontrivial unipotent 2-subgroup,
SyF M. Hence, by Fact 2.50, M s G, a contradiction. Therefore, if
 .char K s 2 then the Lie rank of X is 1.
 .Now we assume char K / 2. Then the Sylow 2-subgroups of X are
contained in maximal tori. Let T and Z be as in Fact 2.50. Suppose thea a
rank is greater than 1. Then T / 1 for any a g D. Moreover, Z F M bya a
Proposition 3.3. This forces M s X, a contradiction. Therefore, in this
case also the rank of X is 1.
 .Now we analyze the remaining possibility, H s MO H . Note that
 .under this assumption B H s 1 because otherwise H has a nontrivial
 .unipotent 2-subgroup U which normalizes O H . But then Fact 2.37
 .  .implies that U centralizes O H , forcing O H F M and thus H s M, a
contradiction. We now show similarly that the Sylow 2-subgroups of H
have Prufer 2-rank 1. If the Prufer 2-rank of the Sylow 2-subgroups of H isÈ È
 .bigger than 1 then Proposition 2.55 implies that O H is generated by the
 .centralizers of nontrivial 2-tori in M. This forces O H F M and H s M.
 .  .By Fact 2.33 ii , the Sylow 2-subgroups of HrO H are images of the
 .Sylow 2-subgroups of H. Thus the Prufer 2-rank of HrO H is 1.È
 .0  .   .0  .0.We claim that s H s O H equivalently, s H s F H . If
 .0  .  .0  .s H ) O H , then s H rO H has a nontrivial connected Sylow
 .2-subgroup Fact 2.34 . This nontrivial 2-torus is contained in the con-
 .nected component of every Sylow 2-subgroup of HrO H . But the PruferÈ
 .  .0  .2-rank of HrO H is 1. Therefore, the Sylow 2-subgroup of s H rO H
 .is the connected component of every Sylow 2-subgroup of HrO H and H
is solvable, a contradiction.
Fact 2.41 together with the facts that the Prufer 2-rank is 1 and thatÈ
 .0  .  .s H s O H imply that HrO H is isomorphic to a quasisimple alge-
braic group. This group is over an algebraically closed field of characteris-
 .tic different from 2 as B H s 1. The fact that its Prufer 2-rank is 1È
 .implies that its Lie rank is 1 as well and, by Fact 2.51, HrO H (
 .  .P SL K .2
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 .PROPOSITION 5.21. If X is a tame B-type K-group and U X is not
 .connected, then X ( PSL K , where K is an algebraically closed field of2
characteristic 2.
 .Proof. As U X is not connected, Fact 2.36 implies that X is not
  ..solvable. Similarly, B s X s 1. Therefore, using Lemma 5.9, we con-
 .0 Hclude that s X is a 2 -subgroup. By Fact 2.37, the action of any
 .0  .0  .0unipotent 2-subgroup on s X is trivial. Therefore, s X s Z X .
  .0.  .We claim that U XrZ X is isomorphic to U X . We will use
0}  .  .-notation to denote quotients by Z X . Let U, V g U X be such that
0 .U and V normalize each other and Z X F U, V. Let x g U. Then
V x s V. V is a definable nilpotent subgroup of X. Therefore, by Fact 2.20,
it has a unique Sylow 2-subgroup normalized by x. This argument applies
to U also. Therefore, U and V have a single unipotent 2-subgroup each,
 .and these subgroups normalize each other. Thus U X is isomorphic to
 .  .U X and, in particular, U X is not connected.
 .By Fact 2.41, it follows that Xrs X is a simple algebraic group, over
X  .0an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. As X s X Z X and X is
a B-type group, we have X s X X. Using Theorem 4.2, we conclude that X
is a quasisimple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic 2.
 .We claim that the stabilizer of a connected component of U X is a
weakly embedded subgroup of X, and hence Lemma 5.20 applies to
complete the argument. Let W be such a connected component and let
 .  .M s Stab W . M is definable by Corollary 5.19. As U X is not con-
nected, by Proposition 5.18, M - X. M has infinite Sylow 2-subgroups. Let
g g X _ M. Then M l M g does not contain a nontrivial unipotent 2-sub-
group because otherwise W s W g by Proposition 5.18 and g g M, a
contradiction. Using Lemma 5.9, we conclude that M l M g has finite
Sylow 2-subgroups. Therefore M is a weakly embedded subgroup.
DEFINITION 5.22. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Define a
 .graph on T G as follows. The vertices of the graph are the elements of
 .T G . Two vertices T and T are connected by an edge if and only if they1 2
 .nromalize equivalently, by Fact 2.30, centralize each other; this will be
denoted by T f T .1 2
 .Thus two vertices T and T of T G are in the same connected1 2
 .  .component of T G if and only if there exists R , . . . , R g T G such that0 n
w xT s R and T s R , and for 1 F i F n y 1, R , R s 1.1 0 2 n i iq1
PROPOSITION 5.23. Let G be a tame, KU-group of finite Morley rank. Let
 .T , T g T G such that T f T . If neither of T and T is a central1 2 1 2 1 2
  ..   ..subgroup of G, then B C T s B C T .G 1 G 2
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Proof. Let T and T be as in the statement of the proposition. Then1 2
  ..   ..T normalizes B C T . As B C T is a K-group, by Corollary 5.8, T1 G 2 G 2 1
  ..   ..   ..centralizes B C T . This forces B C T F B C T . We get equal-G 2 G 2 G 1
ity by symmetry.
COROLLARY 5.24. Let G be a tame, KU-group of finite Morley rank that
has no central 2-tori. If T and T are in the same connected component of1 2
 .   ..   ..T G , then B C T s B C T .G 1 G 2
COROLLARY 5.25. Let G be a tame, KU-group of finite Morley rank. If
 .   ..T G is connected and G has no central 2-tori then B C T e G for e¨eryG
 .T g T G .
The next lemma is an analog of Proposition 5.18.
LEMMA 5.26. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Let W denote a
 .   .:.  .connected component of T G and M s N d W . Then T M s W .G
Proof. Let T and T be two 2-tori in M such that T g W . We will1 2 1
show that T g W . We may assume that T and T are maximal in G since2 1 2
 .any 2-torus is in the same connected component of T M as a maximal
2-torus which contains it. By the Sylow theorem, there exists g g M such
g  :.that T s T . Therefore, T F d W and g can be taken to be in1 2 2
 :.  :.   . :d W . Since d W s d T : T g W , proceeding inductively it suf-
 .fices to treat the case in which g g d T , where T g W . In this case as3 3
g g  . .T s T d T is abelian , W s W .3 3 3
COROLLARY 5.27. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Let W be a
 .   .:.  .connected component of T G . Then N d W s Stab W . In particular,G
 .Stab W is definable.
 .COROLLARY 5.28. If Y is a nonsol¨ able tame D-type K-group and T Y is
 .  .  .not connected then YrO Y ( SL K or PSL K , where K is an alge-2 2
braically closed field of characteristic different from 2.
 .  .Proof. Let W be a connected component of T Y and M s Stab W .
By Corollary 5.27, M is definable. We claim that M is a weakly embedded
subgroup. M has infinite Sylow 2-subgroups. If g g X _ M, then M l M g
does not have infinite Sylow 2-subgroups because otherwise W s W g and
g g M. Now the result follows from Lemma 5.20.
Before we finish this section, we would like to mention an interesting
property of B-type and D-type subgroups of a tame KU-group of finite
Morley rank. Let G be a group of finite Morley rank. Let B and D
denote the posets of B-type and D-type subgroups of G, respectively,
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ordered by inclusion. One can define the following mappings:
BC : D ª B DC : B ª D
Y ¬ B C Y X ¬ D C X .  . .  .G G
 w x.These mappings define a Galois connection see 5 between B and D
because they satisfy the following properties:
 .PROPOSITION 5.29. i The mappings BC and DC are order-re¨ ersing.
 .ii If X g B then X F BCDCX, and if Y g D then Y F DCBCY.
 .The following properties of BC and DC or any Galois connection can
be checked easily:
PROPOSITION 5.30. Let X g B and Y g D. Then DCX s DCBCDCX
and BCY s BCDCBCY.
COROLLARY 5.31. BCDC and DCBC are closure operations on B and
D, respecti¨ ely, i.e.:
 .i For any X g B and Y g D, X F BCDCX and Y F DCBCY.
 .ii For any X g B and Y g D, BCDCX s BCDCBCDCX and
DCBCY s DCBCDCBCY.
 .iii Both BCDC and DCBC are order-preser¨ ing.
The closed elements of B and D are of the form BCY and DCX,
respecti¨ ely.
In the sequel we will use these properties several times and refer to
them under the rubric of Galois connection.
6. CONSTRUCTION OF A WEAKLY EMBEDDED SUBGROUP
In this section, we assume that G is a simple, tame KU-group of mixed
type. We will show that G has a weakly embedded subgroup. Let S be a
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then S0 s B) D, where B is a maximal unipotent
2-subgroup and D is a maximal 2-torus, with B / 1 and D / 1. Observe
  ..   ..that D F D C B and B F B C D , so these groups are nontrivial.G G
 .As we have assumed that G is simple, U G is not a connected graph by
 .Corollary 5.17. Let W be the connected component of U G containing B
 .and M s Stab W . By Corollary 5.19, M is definable. Also note that1 1
 .W s U M by Proposition 5.18.1
We prove that M is a reasonable candidate for a weakly embedded1
subgroup of G.
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PROPOSITION 6.1. For g g G_ M , M l M g does not contain nontri¨ ial1 1 1
 .  .unipotent 2-subgroups. In particular, for any U g U M , N U F M .1 G 1
Proof. Suppose U is a unipotent 2-subgroup of M l M g. Then U g W1 1
g gl W , and thus W s W , a contradiction.
This proposition has useful corollaries:
 .COROLLARY 6.2. N B F M .G 1
COROLLARY 6.3. S F M .1
Propositions 3.3 and 6.1 show that if the normalizer of every 2-torus of
M were in M then M would be a weakly embedded subgroup of G.1 1 1
Therefore, for the remainder of this section, we analyze the case in which
this does not happen. We assume that M has a 2-torus R such that1
 .   ..   ..N R g M . Note that, by Fact 2.30, B N R s B C R .G 1 G G
  ..PROPOSITION 6.4. U N R is not connected.G
  ..Proof. Suppose U N R is connected. Corollary 6.3 implies thatG
R F S F M , where S is some Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Therefore,1 1 1
  ..   ..  .  .U N R l W / B. This forces U N R : W . Thus N R F Stab WG G G
s M , which contradicts our assumption.1
  ..  .By Proposition 5.21, B C R ( PSL K , where K is an algebraicallyG 2
  ..closed field of characteristic 2. Note that B C R is not contained in M .G 1
 .PROPOSITION 6.5. R can and will be taken to be a maximal 2-torus in
G.
Proof. R is contained in a maximal 2-torus R of G. Since R is1 1
  ..   ..abelian, R f R . By Proposition 5.23, B C R s B C R g M .1 G 1 G 1
 .R centralizes a unipotent 2-subgroup say A of M . This implies1
  ..  .   ..   ..R F D C A . But then, as U M s W , R F D C A s D C B .G 1 G G
  ..This implies that B F B C R . As B is a maximal unipotent 2-subgroupG
  ..of G, we conclude that B is a Sylow 2-subgroup of B C R . AsG
  ..  .B C R ( PSL K , B is an elementary abelian 2-group andG 2
 .   ..N B s BT , where T is a maximal torus of B C R . Let w be anBC R.. GG
  .. winvolution in B C R which inverts T. T normalizes B and B , andG
 .  w .   ..   w ..therefore normalizes C B , C B , D C B , and D C B . LemmaG G G G
  ..   w ..5.12 implies that T centralizes D C B and D C B . Hence,G G
   ..   w ..:   ..D C B , D C B F D C T .G G G
  ..   ..We let L s D C T and Q s B C R . Then B F Q and the discus-G G
sion in the foregoing paragraph can be summarizes as follows:
D C Q F D C B F D C T s L. .  .  . .  .  .G G G
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  ..Before we state the next lemma, we remark that the group QD C QG
  ..   ..s Q = D C Q . Indeed, Q and D C Q centralize each other, andG G
 .  .  .Q l C Q s Z Q s 1 as Q s PSL K .G 2
  ..   ..    ...LEMMA 6.6. If D C Q s D C B then N Q = D C Q sG G G G
 .N Q is a weakly embedded subgroup.G
   ...Proof. Let X s N Q = D C Q .G G
   ...    ...We claim that B Q = D C Q s Q. Let U g U Q = D C Q .G G
  ..   ..   ..Then as D C Q e Q = D C Q , U acts on D C Q . But LemmaG G G
  ..5.7 implies that this action is trivial. Hence, U centralizes D C Q and,G
  ..in particular, it centralizes R, forcing U F B C R s Q. This also im-G
 .plies that X s N Q .G
   ...On the other hand, Q acts on D Q = D C Q trivially by Lemma 5.7.G
   ...   ..This forces D Q = D C Q s D C Q .G G
 .  .Next, we claim that if U g U X then U F Q. Let U g U X . Then U
  ..    ...   ..acts on Q = D C Q , and hence, on D Q = D C Q s D C Q .G G G
But by Lemma 5.7, this action is trivial. In particular, U centralizes R
forcing U F Q.
 .  .Similarly, as Q acts on D X trivially by Lemma 5.7, if T g T X , then
  ..T F D C Q .G
Now, we can prove the lemma. We will make use of the characterization
 .obtained in Proposition 3.3. Let B g U X . It follows from the above1
 ..  . xdiscussion that B g U Q . Let g g N B . By Fact 2.31, B F B ,1 G 1 1
   ... xwhere x can be taken to be in Q as B Q = D C Q s Q. As B and BG 1
 .   ..   .. xare in the same connected component of U G , D C B s D C BG 1 G
  .. x   ..   ..s D C Q s D C Q . Hence g normalizes D C Q . But Q sG G G
    ....B C D C Q , so g normalizes Q.G G
 .    ...  .Let R g T X . By the above, R g T D C Q . Let g g N R .1 1 G G 1
  .. g   ..This implies B C R s B C R . By Proposition 6.5, R is maximal.G 1 G 1
Thus using Fact 2.31 we conclude R F R x, where x can be taken to be in1
  ..    ...   .. x   ..D C Q as D Q = D C Q s D C Q . As R f R , B C R sG G G 1 G 1
  .. x x B C R s Q s Q. Hence, g normalizes Q and thus g g N Q =G G
  ...D C Q . This finishes the proof.G
LEMMA 6.7. Let B be a maximal unipotent 2-subgroup of G which is in Q.
Suppose B is another unipotent 2-subgroup of G such that B and B are in1 1
 .the same connected component of U G . Then B F B.1
  ..   ..Proof. By Corollary 5.16, D C B s D C B and this implies thatG G 1
  ..  .B centralizes D C B ; in particular, B centralizes d R . Therefore,1 G 1
 .B F Q. But Q ( PSL K . This forces B F B.1 2 1
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In the remainder of our argument we consider various possibilities for
the structure of L and come back to Lemma 6.6 in all cases. After some
preliminary analysis, the main argument begins with Proposition 6.23
below.
The following lemma will help clarify a frequently used assumption in
the sequel:
  ..   ..   ..LEMMA 6.8. If D C Q - D C B , then D C B - L.G G B
  ..   w ..Proof. Suppose D C B s L. Then L s D C B also, where w isG G
an involution in Q inverting T. This implies that L centralizes Q as
 w:   ..Q s B, B . Therefore, L s D C Q . This contradicts our assumptionG
  ..   ..that D C Q - D C B .G G
 .PROPOSITION 6.9. If T L is connected then G has a weakly embedded
subgroup.
  ..   ..Proof. Let R be any 2-torus in L. Then, Q s B C R s B C R1 G G 1
 .by Corollary 5.24 since T L is connected. In particular, R centralizes Q.1
 .Therefore, d R centralizes Q. But L is a D-type group. Hence, L1
  ..   ..centralizes Q. Therefore, L F D C Q F D C B F L, and we haveG G
   ...equality. Now, by Lemma 6.6, N Q = D C Q is a weakly embeddedG G
subgroup of G.
  ..   ..  .LEMMA 6.10. If L is sol¨ able, D C Q - D C B - L and T LG G
 .  .   ..  .  .is not connected, then L s d R O L , D C B s d R O L lG
  ...0  .   ..D C B , and O L / 1. L and D C B are not nilpotent.G G
 .Proof. Since T L is not connected, L is not nilpotent. Since R is
 .  .  .0  .maximal Proposition 6.5 , Lemma 5.4 implies L s d R F L . As T L is
 .0  .  .  .not connected, F L s O L . Hence, we have L s d R O L . This im-
  ..  .  .   ...0   .   ...0plies D C B s d R O L l D C B . Also O L l D C BG G G
 .   ..   ..   ../ 1 as d R F D C Q - D C B . We also claim that D C B isG G G
  ..  .   ..not nilpotent because otherwise D C B s d R and D C Q sG G
  ..D C B , a contradiction.G
 .PROPOSITION 6.11. If L is nonsol¨ able, T L is not connected and
  ..   ..   ..  .   ..  .D C Q - D C B - L, then L s D C B O L s D C Q O L .G G G G
 .  .  .Proof. By Corollary 5.28, LrO L ( P SL K , where K is an alge-2
braically closed field of characteristic different from 2. We will use
}  .-notation to denote quotients by O L .
 .  .As R ( R, R is a 2-torus of L. Moreover, as the 2-tori of P SL K ,2
where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from 2,
are all one-dimensional, R is a maximal 2-torus of L. R F D C Q . . .G
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We claim that D C Q is a Zariski closed subgroup of L. Let R be . .G 1
  ..  .  .a 2-torus of D C Q . We claim d R s d R . Clearly d R F d R . .  .G 1 1 1 1
 .For the other inclusion we argue as follows. d R s d R O L by Fact . .1 1
  ..  .  .  .2.8. But d R O L s d R O L . Therefore, d R s d R . Therefore, .1 1 1 1
  . :D C Q s d R : R is a 2-torus centralizing Q . Thus, by Fact 2.43, it . .G 1 1
 .is sufficient to show that d R , where R is a 2-torus centralizing Q, is a1 1
Uclosed subgroup of L. The Zariski closure of R in L is isomorphic to K1
 .and thus the ``no bad fields'' hypothesis implies that d R and the Zariski1
closure of R are the same group.1
 .Therefore, D C Q is of one of the following three forms: d R , a . .G
 .Borel subgroup Ud R , or L. We will show that the first two possibilities
cannot occur, which will complete the proof.
 .  .  .Case i D C Q s Ud R . Let ¨ g I L such that ¨ inverts the torus . .G
 .  .  .d R . The element ¨ acts on RO L . By Fact 2.31, there exists g g O L
¨ g y1  . y1such that R s R and ¨g g N R . This implies that ¨g normalizesL
y1  ..   ..B C R s Q. Hence, ¨g normalizes D C Q , and so ¨ normalizesG G
 .D C Q . But ¨ f Ud R , which contradicts the fact that Borel sub- . .G
 .groups are self-normalizing. Hence, D C Q / Ud R . . .G
 .  .  .Case ii D C Q s d R . Let ¨ be as in Case i . Then we also get . .G
 . y1   ..g g O L such that ¨g normalizes R, Q, and D C Q .G
 :In L, we can find W - R ¨ , such that W ( Q or Z = Z , depending8 2 2
 .  .on whether L ( SL K or PSL K , respectively. We take an element x2 2
x .   .  . :of order 3 from N W . We claim that L s d R , d R .L
 .To illustrate we give an example in the SL K situation:2
i 0 0 y1 0 yiW s u s , ¨ s , w s , ; /  /  /0 yi 1 0 yi 0
1 y1 q i y1 y ix s , /1 y i y1 y i2
2where i s y1. One can choose x so that
x x xu s ¨ , ¨ s w , w s u.
x  .  . :   ..  .  :Let L s d R , d R . We have N d R s d R i ¨ F L .1 L 1
Therefore, L cannot be a Borel subgroup of L. As L is connected,1 1
L s L.1
 .  .In L, we may assume that WO L s O L i W, where W ( W. As x
 .normalizes W, x normalizes O L i W. By Fact 2.31, we can find h g
 . y1  .O L such that xh g N W .L
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 :By taking conjugates, we may assume W - R ¨ . Then W normalizes R.
This implies W normalizes Q. Therefore, using Fact 2.40, we may assume
W is a group of inner automorphisms of Q. As W centralizes T , W can be
seen as a subgroup of T maximal tori are self-centralizing in reductive
.algebraic groups . But Q is an algebraic group over an algebraically closed
field of characteristic 2, thus T is a 2H -group. Therefore, the action of W
  ..on Q is trivial. Hence, we get Q F B C W .G
  ..   ..We claim that Q s B C W . Suppose Q - B C W . Then there is aG G
  ..unipotent 2-subgroup B in B C W but not in Q. By Lemma 6.7, B1 G 1
 .cannot be in the same connected component of U G as any unipotent
  ..  .2-subgroup of Q. Therefore by Proposition 5.21, B C W ( PSL L ,G 2
where L is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. But Q contains
maximal unipotent 2-subgroups of G. In particular, these are maximal
  ..   ..  .unipotent 2-subgroups of B C W . As B C W ( PSL L , where LG G 2
is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2, these subgroups corre-
  ..spond to root subgroups of B C W . But then Q contains two oppositeG
  ..   ..root subgroups of B C W . This forces Q s B C W , a contradiction.G G
y1 y1   . y1 y1:Since xh normalizes W and ¨g normalizes R, d R , xh , ¨g
y1 y1  . :normalizes Q. Let L s d R , xh , ¨g . Then L s L. As L normal-2 2 2
  ..izes Q, L normalizes D C Q . Therefore, L normalizes D C Q . . .2 G 2 G
 .  .  .But D C Q s d R and L s L ( P SL K . This is a contradiction . .G 2 2
 .  .because P SL K cannot have a large normal subgroup.2
  ..  .   ..   ..PROPOSITION 6.12. If L s D C Q O L and D C Q - D C BG G G
 .- L, then C B s 1.ZOL..
 .   ..Proof. Let A s C B . Suppose A / 1. Then B C A - G.1 ZOL.. 1 G 1
  ..   ..The subgroup D C B centralizes B and normalizes Z O L . Hence,G
  ..   ..  .D C B normalizes A . But L s D C B O L . Hence, L normalizesG 1 G
  ..A . Therefore, L normalizes B C A . By Lemma 5.8, L centralizes1 G 1
  ..   ..B C A . In particular, L centralizes B as B F B C A . But thisG 1 G 1
  ..forces L s D C B , which contradicts our assumptions.G
  ..  .   ..   ..LEMMA 6.13. If L s D C Q O L and D C Q - D C B - L,G G G
    ....then B s B C D C B .G G
    ....     ....Proof. Clearly, B C D C B F B C D C Q . By the GaloisG G G G
    ....   ..   ..connection, B C D C Q s Q. As D C Q - D C B , we haveG G G G
    ....     ....the following strict inequality: B C D C B - B C D C Q .G G G G
    ....This forces B C D C B s B.G G
  ..  .   ..   ..PROPOSITION 6.14. If L s D C Q O L and D C Q - D C BG G G
 .0- L, then C B is di¨ isible.OL.
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 .Proof. By Fact 2.11, O L s E) D, where E is of bounded exponent
 .0and D is divisible. We may assume that E is connected. Let A s C B .1 E
 .0   ..Suppose A / 1. Let A s N A . D C B normalizes A . There-1 2 E 1 G 1
  ..   ..fore, D C B normalizes B C A . By Lemma 5.8, this action isG G 1
  ..     ....trivial. Hence B C A F B C D C B . By lemma 6.13,G 1 G G
    ....   ..B C D C B s B. But B F B C A . Therefore, we conclude B sG G G 1
  ..     ....B C A s B C D C B .G 1 G G
A consequence of the last paragraph is that A normalizes B. B i A is2 2
a nilpotent group, because otherwise, using Fact 2.18 we can interpret in
B i A an algebraically closed field K and the ``no bad fields'' hypothesis2
implies that a definable section of A is isomorphic to KU. But KU and2
hence A is not of bounded exponent, a contradiction. Hence, B i A is2 2
nilpotent and, by Fact 2.20, A centralizes B. Therefore, A s A . As E is2 2 1
nilpotent of finite Morley rank, we conclude that E s A s A . This2 1
 .  .forces Z E F C B . But this last group is trivial by PropositionZOL..
 .06.12, a contradiction. As a result, A s 1 and therefore C B is1 OL.
divisible.
  ..  .   ..   ..COROLLARY 6.15. If L s D C Q O L and D C Q - D C BG G G
  .   ...0- L, then O L l D C B is di¨ isible and torsion-free.G
  .   ...0Proof. By Fact 2.11, O L l D C B s E) D, where E is a defin-G
able, connected group of bounded exponent and D is a definable, divisible
 .0group. If E / 1 then C B has a nontrivial definable connectedOL.
subgroup of bounded exponent. But this contradicts Proposition 6.14.
  .   ...0   .Therefore, O L l D C B is divisible. The torsion part of O L lG
  ...0  .D C B is also contained in the torsion divisible part of O L . But, byG
 .  .Fact 2.12, this last subgroup of O L is central in O L . Now, Proposition
0  .   ...6.12 forces the torsion part of O L l D C B to be trivial.G
  ..  .   ..   ..PROPOSITION 6.16. If L s D C Q O L and D C Q - D C BG G G
   ...- L, then B s B C C B .G OL.
  ..  .Proof. As D C B normalizes C B , it normalizesG O  L .
   ...   ..B C C B . Thus, by Lemma 5.8, D C B centralizesG O  L . G
   ...B C C B . Therefore,G OL.
B C C B F B C D C B . .  . . . . . .G OL. G G
But by Lemma 6.13, this last subgroup is equal to B.
  ..  .   ..   ..PROPOSITION 6.17. If L s D C Q O L , D C Q - D C B -G G G
  ..0   ..0L, and the group N C B is torsion-free, then B i N C BOL. OL. OL. OL.
is nilpotent.
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  ..0Proof. Let A s N C B . By Proposition 6.16 A normalizes B.OL. OL.
Clearly B i A is a solvable group. Suppose it is not nilpotent. Then we can
interpret in B i A an algebraically closed field K using Fact 2.18. As
there are no bad fields in the environment, we conclude that a definable
section of A is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of this field, in
particular A is not torsion-free by Fact 2.22. This contradiction shows that
B i A is nilpotent.
 .PROPOSITION 6.18. If L is sol¨ able, T L is not connected, and
  ..   ..  .D C Q - D C B - L, then d R has p-torsion for e¨ery prime p.G G
  .   ...0Proof. By Lemma 6.10 and Corollary 6.15, O L l D C B isG
  ..  .divisible and torsion-free. As D C B is nonnilpotent Lemma 6.10G
and solvable, by Fact 2.18 an algebraically closed field K is interpretable
  .   ...0   .in it. K is a definable section of O L l D C B . Since O L lq G
  ...0D C B is torsion-free, K is of characteristic 0. The ``no bad fields''G
 . Uhypothesis implies that a definable section of d R is isomorphic to K
 .and, using Fact 2.22, we conclude that d R has p-torsion for every prime
p.
 .LEMMA 6.19. Let G be a D-type resp. B-type group of finite Morley
rank. Assume G s GXC, where C is a definable 2H -subgroup of G. Then G is
perfect.
X H Proof. GrG is a 2 -group. Hence, all the 2-tori resp. unipotent
X X.2-subgroups are in G , forcing G s G .
PROPOSITION 6.20. Let G be a tame group of finite Morley rank, T a
definable di¨ isible abelian subgroup of G, and O a definable, connected,
nonnilpotent, torsion-free subgroup of G. Assume T normalizes O. Assume
also that T does not ha¨e p-torsion for some prime p. Then H s TO is
nilpotent.
Proof. Suppose that H is not nilpotent. Then we can interpret in H an
algebraically closed field K, using Fact 2.18. As no bad fields are inter-
pretable in the environment, a definable section of T will be isomorphic to
U  .K . This forces char K s p, where p is a prime missed by T. K isq
isomorphic to a definable section of O. Hence, it is torsion-free by Fact
2.22. This yields a contradiction. Therefore, H is nilpotent.
 .PROPOSITION 6.21. If L is nonsol¨ able, T L is not connected, and
  ..   ..  .  .  .D C Q - D C B - L, then LrO L ( P SL K , where K is anG G 2
algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
}  .Proof. We will use -notation to denote quotients by O L . By
  ..    ...Proposition 6.11, L s D C B ( D C B rO D C B . By Corol- . .G G G
 .  .  .lary 5.28 we know that LrO L ( P SL K , where the characteristic of2
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K is different from 2. Suppose the characteristic of K is not 0. Then it is at
  ..    ...   .    ...    ...least 3. D C B rO D C B s d S O C C B rO D C B : SG G G G
  ..:is a 2-torus of D C B . Proposition 6.20 and Corollary 6.15 imply thatG
 .    ...    ...    ...d S O D C B is nilpotent. Thus SO D C B s S [ O D C B .G G G
  ..   ..As S is an arbitrary 2-torus of D C B , and D C B is a D-G G
   ...   ..type group, O D C B is a central subgroup of D C B . AsG G
  ..    ...  .  .    ...D C B rO D C B ( P SL K , we conclude that O D C BG G 2 G
   ...0s Z D C B . Therefore,G
0
D C B rZ D C B ( P SL K , .  .  .  . .  . .G G 2
where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic at least 3. By
  ..Lemma 6.19, D C B is a perfect group. Theorem 4.2 implies thatG
   ...   ..   ..O D C B s 1. But this forces D C B s D C Q , which contra-G G G
dicts our assumptions. This finishes the proof of the claim.
 .LEMMA 6.22. Let G s d T E be a connected sol¨ able group of finite
Morley rank, where T is a p-torus and E is a normal nilpotent group of
bounded exponent a power of p. Then G is nilpotent.
Proof. Suppose G is nonnilpotent. Then, by Fact 2.18, we can interpret
an algebraically closed field K in G so that a definable section of E is
isomorphic to K . This implies that the characteristic of K is p. On theq
 .other hand, a definable section of d T is isomorphic to an infinite
subgroup of KU. As the characteristic of K is p, T centralizes E.
 .Therefore, d T centralizes E. This forces G to be nilpotent, a contradic-
tion.
 .   ..   ..PROPOSITION 6.23. If T L is not connected and D C Q - D C BG G
 .- L, then O L is di¨ isible.
Proof. We carry out a case-by-case analysis.
L is sol¨ able. By Lemma 6.10, L is not nilpotent. By Theorem 2.11,
 .  .O L s E) D, where E is of bounded exponent and D is divisible. d R E
 .is a connected solvable group. Suppose E / 1. d R has p-torsion for
every prime p by Proposition 6.18. Suppose p is an odd prime such that E
has a nontrivial Sylow p-subgroup, say E . By Lemma 6.22, E centralizesp p
 .   ..the p-torus T of d R . As E centralizes T , it normalizes B C T .p p p G p
  ..By Lemma 5.10, E centralizes B C T . In particular, E centralizes B.p G p p
 .But C B s 1 by Proposition 6.12 and Lemma 6.10. This is aZOL..
contradiction. Therefore E s 1.
 .L is nonsol¨ able. Let D be the divisible part of O L . The quotient0
 .  .  .   . .  .  .  .LrD rO LrD s LrD r O L rD ( LrO L ( P SL K ,0 0 0 0 2
where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, by Proposition
 .6.21. LrD is generated by d S D rD , where S ranges over all the 2-tori0 0 0
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 .  .of L. Consider the action of d S D rD on O LrD . The group0 0 0
  . .  .d S D rD O LrD is nilpotent, because otherwise, using Fact 2.180 0 0
and Proposition 6.21, we can interpret an algebraically closed field of
 .characteristic 0 in it in such a way that a definable section of O LrD is0
 .isomorphic to the additive group of this field. But O LrD is of bounded0
 .  .exponent. Therefore, the action d S D rD on O LrD is trivial. As S0 0 0
 .is an arbitrary 2-torus in L, we conclude that O LrD is central in0
LrD . By Lemma 6.19, LrD is perfect. Therefore, by Theorem 4.2,0 0
 .  .O LrD s 1. This implies that O L s D .0 0
 .   ..   ..PROPOSITION 6.24. If T L is not connected and D C Q - D C BG G
 .- L, then O L is torsion-free.
Proof. We carry out a case-by-case analysis.
L is sol¨ able. By Lemma 6.10, L is not nilpotent. By Proposition 6.23,
 . w  .xO L is divisible. By Proposition 5.3 L, O L is torsion-free. Clearly,
 . w  .x w  .x  w  .x.   .O L r L, O L is central in Lr L, O L . Also Lr L, O L r O L r
w  .x.  .L, O L ( LrO L and this last group is abelian because L s
 .  . w  .xd R O L by Lemma 6.10. Therefore, Lr L, O L is a nilpotent group.
w  .x w  .x Since L is a D-type group, so is Lr L, O L and Lr L, O L s d R r1
w  .x. w  .x w  .xL, O L , where R r L, O L is a maximal 2-torus of Lr L, O L . As1
 . w  .x  .w  .xL is solvable, Fact 2.33 ii implies that Lr L, O L s d R L, O L r
w  .x  .w  .x  .   .  ..0wL, O L . Thus L s d R L, O L and O L s O L l d R L,
 .x   .  ..0O L . By Corollary 6.15, O L l d R is torsion-free. Thus Fact 2.26
 .implies that O L is torsion-free.
 .L is nonsol¨ able. Proposition 6.23 and Fact 2.12 imply that O L s A =1
 .A , where A and A are the torsion and torsion-free parts of O L ,2 1 2
w  .xrespectively. By Proposition 5.3, L, O L is torsion free. We have, by
Proposition 6.21,
Lr L, O L r O L r L, O L ( LrO L ( P SL K , .  .  .  .  .  . .  . 2
where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Clearly,
 . w  .x w  .xO L r L, O L is central in Lr L, O L . We have a central extension of
finite Morley rank of a simple algebraic group by a group of finite Morley
w  .xrank. By Proposition 6.19, Lr L, O L is a perfect group. By Theorem
 . w  .x  . w  .x4.2, we conclude that O L r L, O L s 1. Hence, O L s L, O L is
torsion-free.
THEOREM 6.25. A simple tame, KU-group G of mixed type contains a
weakly embedded subgroup.
Proof. Let M denote the stabilizer of a connected component of1
 .  .U G . By Proposition 6.1, if N T F M for any 2-torus of M , then MG 1 1 1
is a weakly embedded subgroup. If this is not the case then there is a
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 .    ...2-torus R in M such that N R g M . By Proposition 6.4, U B N R1 G 1 G
is not connected. By Proposition 6.5, R can be assumed to be maximal in
  ..  .G. Fact 5.21 implies that Q s B C R ( PSL K , where K is anG 2
algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. Then, as discussed after
 .Proposition 6.4, N B s BT , where T is a maximal torus in Q andQ
D C Q F D C B F L s D C T . .  .  . .  .  .G G G
 .By Proposition 6.9, if T L is a connected graph then G has a weakly
 .embedded subgroup. Therefore, we may assume that T L is not a
connected graph.
  ..   ..If D C Q s D C B then by Lemma 6.6, G has a weakly embed-G G
  ..   ..ded subgroup. Therefore, we may assume that D C Q - D C B .G G
  ..   ..Then, by lemma 6.8, D C Q - D C B - L.G G
  ..   ..We will show that D C Q - D C B - L cannot happen. LetG G
  ..  .A s N C B . A is connected since, by Proposition 6.24, O L isOL. OL.
 .  .   ..torsion-free. We have C B - O L because otherwise L s D C B ,OL. G
w  .  .x  .contrary to our assumptions. In particular, O L : C B s `. As O LOL.
w   ..  .xis nilpotent, by Fact 2.14, N C B : C B s `. By PropositionOL. OL. OL.
6.24, A is torsion-free. This, together with Proposition 6.17, implies that
w   ..  .xB i A s B [ A. Hence, N C B : C B s 1, a contradiction.OL. OL. OL.
7. FROM WEAK TO STRONG EMBEDDING
In this section we will finish the proof of Theorem 1.7. We will continue
working in the hypothetical simple tame KU-group G of mixed type. In the
previous section we showed that such a group has a weakly embedded
subgroup. The main result in this section will show that this weakly
embedded subgroup is a strongly embedded subgroup. This will yield a
contradiction for reasons we will mention shortly.
DEFINITION 7.1. A proper definable subgroup M of a group G of finite
Morley rank is said to be a strongly embedded subgroup if it satisfies the
following conditions:
 .i M contains involutions.
 . gii For every g g G_ M, M l M does not contain involutions.
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The following are two characterizations of strongly embedded sub-
groups:
w xFact 7.2 9, Theorem 10.19, p. 186 . Let G be a group of finite Morley
rank with a proper definable subgroup M. Then the following are equiva-
lent:
 .i M is a strongly embedded subgroup.
 .  .  .  .  .ii I M / B, C i F M for any i g I M , and N S F M forG G
any Sylow 2-subgroup S of M.
 .  .  .iii I M / B, and N S F M for any nontrivial 2-subgroup S ofG
M.
The following fact is crucial for our argument:
w xFact 7.3 9, Theorem 10.19, p. 186 . Let G be a group of finite Morley
 .rank with a strongly embedded subgroup M. Then I G is a single
 .conjugacy class in G, and I M is a single conjugacy class in M.
The following proposition shows that the proof of Theorem 1.7 will be
over once we have shown that G has a strongly embedded subgroup.
w xPROPOSITION 7.4 1 . If a group G of finite Morley rank has a single
conjugacy class of in¨olutions then the connected component of any Sylow
2-subgroup is either of bounded exponent or di¨ isible.
0  .Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. S s B)T by Fact 1.5 ii .
We will show that we cannot have B / 1 and T / 1. Suppose toward a
contradiction that B / 1 and T / 1. By Fact 2.27, T contains finitely many
 .  0 .  .involutions. As I B is infinite, we can find u g I S _T and ¨ g I T .
 .Since these are conjugate in G, by Fact 2.32, there exists g g N T suchG
gthat u s ¨ . But this implies that u g T , contradicting the choice of u.
THEOREM 7.5. Let G be a simple tame KU-group of mixed type with a
weakly embedded subgroup M. Then M is a strongly embedded subgroup.
 .  .Proof. Proposition 3.2 i and Fact 7.2 ii imply that it is sufficient to
 .  .prove that, for any t g I M , C t F M. Suppose toward a contradictionG
 .  .  .that there is an involution t g I M such that C t g M. Let H s C t .G G
 .1 H l M has an infinite Sylow 2-subgroup.
 .Proof of 1 . Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M such that t g S.
S0 s B) D, where B / 1 and D / 1. The involution t acts on the defin-
able subgroup B. As there are infinitely many involutions in B, t cannot
 .fix finitely many elements of B Fact 2.38 .
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 .It follows from 1 that M l H is a weakly embedded subgroup of H,
and in particular contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Similarly, M l H 0 is
a weakly embedded subgroup of H 0.
 .Note that it follows from the proof of 1 that B l H and thus H
 .contains an infinite elementary abelian 2-group. In particular, B H / 1.
 . 02 H g M.
 .  .Proof of 2 . 1 and the remarks that follow its proof imply that H
contains infinite Sylow 2-subgroups. This implies that H 0 contains infinite
Sylow 2-subgroups as well. If A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H 0, then by the
 . 0 0 0Frattini argument H s N A H . If H F M then A F M as well and,H
 . 0since M is a weakly embedded subgroup, H s N A H F M, a contra-H
diction to the assumption that H g M.
 . 03 H is not solvable.
 . 0  . 0Proof of 3 . Suppose H is solvable. As B H F H , we conclude
 .using Fact 2.36 that B H is a unipotent 2-subgroup normal in H. As
 .  .B H e H, B H is contained in every Sylow 2-subgroup of H and,
hence, in H l M. As H l M is a weakly embedded subgroup of H,
  ..H F N B H F H l M, a contradiction.H
 . 0  .  .4 H s L = O H , where L ( PSL K and the characteristic of2
K is 2. In particular, H does not contain 2-tori and t g H _ H 0
 .  .Proof of 4 . Lemma 5.20, 3 , and the fact that H has nontrivial
0  .  .unipotent 2-subgroups imply that H rO H ( PSL K , where K is an2
0  .  .algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. Therefore, H s B H O H .
 .  .By Fact 2.37, B H centralizes O H . Since H l M contains a nontrivial
 .  .  .unipotent 2-subgroup, O H F M. Thus 2 implies that B H g M. We
 .therefore conclude that B H l M is a weakly embedded subgroup of
 .   ..B H . In particular, U B H is not connected. Therefore, by Proposition
 .  .5.21, B H ( PSL K , where K is an algebraically closed field of charac-2
teristic 2. This proves the claim.
 .5 M l L contains a unique Sylow 2-subgroup of L.
 .  . 0  .Proof of 5 . 1 and the fact that H s L = O H , where L (
 .  .PSL K with char K s 2, imply that a Sylow 2-subgroup of L l M is an2
infinite elementary abelian 2-group. Let A be such a subgroup. If A F A ,1
where A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L, then A centralizes A as A is1 1 1
abelian. But A is a subgroup of M and M is a weakly embedded
subgroup. Therefore, A is a subgroup of M. But A is a Sylow 2-subgroup1
of L l M. Therefore, A s A.1
If M contains another Sylow 2-subgroup of L Then L F M because
 .  .  .L ( PSL K . But this is impossible by 2 and 4 .2
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 .We fix A, a Sylow 2-subgroup of L in M l L. N A s A i T , whereL
 .  .T is a torus. Let w g N T be such that w inverts T. Let Y s D M . ByL
  .. wLemma 5.7, D C A G Y. Moreover, as T normalizes both A and A ,G
   ..   w ..:   ..we have, by Lemma 5.12, D C A , D C A F D C T . We willG G G
  ..use R to denote D C T . We can summarize the above discussion asG
follows:
D M s Y s D C A F R s D C T . .  .  . .  .G G
 .6 R is solvable. In particular, Y is solvable.
 .  .Proof of 6 . As T F L F C t and R is a characteristic subgroup ofG
 .  .  .  .  .C T , t g N R . Moreover, since C t F C t , C t does not containG G R G R
2-tori. By Lemma 5.1, R is solvable.
 .7 R s Y.
 .  .Proof of 7 . By 6 , R and Y are both solvable. By Lemma 5.4, R and
Y can be factored as a product of their Fitting subgroups and the definable
closure of their maximal 2-tori. As M is a weakly embedded subgroup,
 .Proposition 3.2 ii implies that Y contains a maximal 2-torus T of G.1
 .  .0  .  .0Therefore, we have Y s d T F Y and R s d T F R .1 1
Suppose that Y - R. We will reach a contradiction. If R is nilpotent,
then we immediately conclude that R s Y. Therefore, R is nonnilpotent.
 .0Note that R g M because otherwise R s Y. This forces F R to be a
H  .02 -group because otherwise, by Lemma 5.5, F R would contain a
nontrivial 2-torus T . As T e R, T is centralized by R, and therefore byc c c
T . This forces T F M and thus R F M, a contradiction to R g M. This1 c
 .  .  .  ..implies R s d T O R and Y s d T Y l O R .1 1
 .   ..  .7.1 If t inverts T equivalently d T , then C t is infinite and1 1 OR.
 .0C t F M.OR.
 .Proof of 7.1 . The involution t centralizes T. Therefore, it acts on R.
 .  .  .As O R is characteristic in R, t acts on O R also. If C t is finiteOR.
 .then t inverts O R by Fact 2.38. Then by Fact 2.25 and Proposition 2.52,
 .  .  .  .  .  .C t s C t O R rO R . As t inverts d T , t inverts RrO R .R r OR. R 1
 .Hence, C t is finite. ButR r OR.
C t O R rO R ( C t rC t . .  .  .  .  .R R OR.
 .  .  .  .Hence, C t rC t is finite. As C t is finite, C t is finite also,R OR. OR. R
which forces R to be abelian. This contradicts our assumption that R is
 .not nilpotent. Hence, C t is infinite.OR.
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 .0The connected group C t acts on L and centralizes T. The actionOR.
 .0  .0of C t on L is by inner automorphisms. Therefore, C t normal-OR. OR.
0 .izes A. This forces C t F M as M is a weakly embedded subgroup.OR.
 .  .7.2 C A s 1.ZOR..
 .  .   ..Proof of 7.2 . Let C s C A . Suppose C / 1. Then B C C1 ZOR.. 1 G 1
  ..  .  .  .  .- G. Note that A F B C C . As R s d T O R and d T F C A ,G 1 1 1 G
  ..R normalizes C . Hence, by Lemma 5.8, R centralizes B C C , and in1 G 1
particular it centralizes A. But M is a weakly embedded subgroup, which
forces R F M. This contradicts our assumption on R.
 .  .7.3 O R is a divisible group.
 .  .Proof of 7.3 . By Fact 2.11, O R s C) D, where C is definable,
connected, and of bounded exponent and D is definable and divisible.
 .Suppose C / 1. Then the action of d T on C is nontrivial because,1
 .otherwise, d T D is a definable subgroup R which contains all the 2-tori1
 .of R. But R is a D-type group and thus, by Lemma 5.2, R s d T D.1
 .   .  .. Therefore, O R s d T l O R D, which forces C s 1 Facts 2.11,1
.2.27, and 2.28 . This contradicts our assumption on C. Therefore, C has an
 .infinite p-subgroup C on which d T acts nontrivially.p 1
 .We claim that d T does not have p-torsion. Suppose T is the1 p
 .nontrivial p-torus of d T . By Lemma 6.22, C centralizes T . Thus C1 p p p
  ..normalizes B C T . This last subgroup contains A. By Lemma 5.10, CG p p
  ..   ..centralizes B C T . Hence, C centralizes A. But C l Z O R / 1.G p p p
 .This contradicts 7.2 . Therefore T s 1.p
 .As d T has no p-torsion, an application of Facts 2.18 and 2.22 and the1
 .``no bad fields'' assumption implies that d T D is nilpotent. T is central1 1
 .  .  .  .in d T D. This implies d T D centralizes d T . Thus d T C contains1 1 1 1
all the 2-tori of R. But R is a D-type group. Therefore, by Lemma 5.2,
 .  .R s d T C. In particular, this implies that D - d T .1 1
 .0  .0We claim that C l M / 1. Suppose to the contrary that C l M s
 .  ..  . .1. We already know that Y s d T Y l O R s d T Y l CD . D F1 1
 .  .  .  . .d T F Y implies that Y s d T D Y l C s d T Y l C . As Y l C F1 1 1
 .  .M l C, Y l C is finite. But Y s D M is connected. Therefore, Y s d T .1
 .  .This implies that t acts on d T . As H s C t does not contain nontriv-1 G
 .  .  .ial 2-tori, Lemma 5.13 implies that t inverts d T . By 7.1 , C t is1 OR.
 .0  .infinite and C t F M. As O R s CD and C l M is finite, anyOR.
 .0element of C t can be written as dc , where d g D and c g C l MOR. i i
 4  4s c , . . . , c . There exists c g C l M such that d c: j g N is ani m j
 .0  . .y1 y1infinite set of distinct elements of C t . d c d c s d d gOR. 1 j 1 j
 .0  .0C t l D for all j g N. This implies that C t l D / 1, a con-OR. OR.
 .0tradiction. Therefore, C l M / 1.
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 .0The subgroup C l M centralizes A by Lemma 5.10. The subgroup
  ..    ...N C A normalizes B C C A . On the other hand, Y FG C G C
   ...  .D N C A because Y centralizes B M and Y normalizes C. ThisG C
   ...    ...implies B C C A centralizes Y and, therefore, B C C A F M.G C G C
  .. w   ..  .xBut then N C A F C l M. This forces N C A : C A - `, soC C C C C
 .by Fact 2.14, C A s C, C - M, and thus R - M, a contradiction. ThisC
 .final contradiction shows that O R is divisible.
 .  .7.4 C A s 1.OR.
 .  .    ...Proof of 7.4 . Suppose C A / 1. Then A F B C C A -OR. G OR.
 .  .  .G. By Corollary 5.8, d T centralizes B M and in particular A. As d T1 1
 .  .  .normalizes O R , we conclude that d T normalizes C A . Therefore,1 OR.
 .    ...  .d T normalizes B C C A . By Corollary 5.8, d T centralizes1 G OR. 1
   ...    ...B C C A . As M is weakly embedded, B C C A F M.G OR. G OR.
  ..    ...Therefore, N C A , which also normalizes B C C A , is aOR. OR. G OR.
subgroup of M.
  ..An immediate consequence of the above paragraph is that Z O R -
 .   .XM. This also implies that O R is not abelian. Therefore, O R l
  ...0  .Z O R is an infinite, definable, connected subgroup of M l O R . By
 .   .X   ...07.3 and Fact 2.10, O R l Z O R is divisible abelian. Moreover,
  .X   ...0 w  .xO R l Z O R is torsion-free, because R, O R is torsion-free by
 .X   ...0  .Proposition 5.3. By Lemma 5.11, O R l Z O R centralizes B M
 .  .and in particular A. This contradicts 7.2 . Therefore, C A s 1.OR.
 .  .  .  .7.4 implies that O R l Y s 1 because O R l Y F C A . ThisOR.
 .  .  .implies that Y s d T . Therefore, t acts on d T . As H s C t does not1 1 G
 .  .contain nontrivial 2-tori, Lemma 5.13 implies that t inverts d T . By 7.1 ,1
 .  .0C t is infinite and C t F M.OR. OR.
 .  .0  .0Being a subgroup of H s C t , C t normalizes L. As C t FG OR. OR.
 .M also, it normalizes M l L. By 5 , M l L has a unique Sylow 2-sub-
 .0group, namely, A. Therefore, we conclude that C t normalizes A.OR.
 .  .0Another consequence of 7.4 is that the action of C t on A isOR.
 4faithful. The facts that the action of T on A_ 1 is transitive and that T
 .  .0normalizes C t imply that the action of C t on A is fixed-point-OR. OR.
 .0free. Therefore, we have A i C t , a centerless, hence nonnilpotentOR.
solvable group. By Fact 2.18, we can interpret in this group an algebraically
 .0closed field K of characteristic 2. A definable section of C t isOR.
U  .  .0isomorphic to K ``no bad fields'' . This implies that C t has someOR.
 .torsion in it Fact 2.22 . We will show that this is not possible.
w  .xNow, we consider the group R, O R . It is nontrivial as R is assumed
w  .xto be nonnilpotent. By Proposition 5.3, R, O R is torsion-free. Clearly,
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 . w  .x w  .xO R r R, O R is central in Rr R, O R ,
Rr R , O R r O R r R , O R ( RrO R ( d T . .  .  .  .  . .  . 1
w  .xThis forces Rr R, O R to be a nilpotent group. But this is also a D-type
w  .xgroup, so Rr R, O R is the definable closure of a 2-torus. Hence, using
 . w  .xthe solvability of R and Fact 2.33 ii , we conclude Rr R, O R s
 .w  .x w  .x  .w  .x  .d T R, O R r R, O R . This implies R s d T R, O R . As O R l1 1
 . w  .x  .  . w  .xY s 1, d T F Y, and R, O R F O R , O R s R, O R . Therefore,1
 .  .0O R is torsion-free, which contradicts the above conclusion on C t .OR.
 .This last contradiction finishes the proof of 7 .
 .   ..   w ..7 implies that D C A s Y s R. Therefore, D C A s R. Hence,G G
 :w normalizes Y, forcing w g M. This means L s A, w F M. On the
 .  .other hand, O H F M because O H centralizes L and in particular A,
which is a unipotent 2-subgroup of M. Therefore, we conclude that
0  .H F M, a contradiction to 2 , which finishes the proof of the theorem.
Now Theorem 1.7 follows from Theorem 6.25, Proposition 7.4, and
Theorem 7.5.
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